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Aeronutronic Publication No. 10162(U), dated $ February,
1962, describes the general features of two lunar vehicles capabl_
of returning detailed data from the lunar surface at an early date
using the Ranger delivery system. The first of these vehicles i8 a
Facsimile System, or Lunar Surface Photoreconnaissance Capsule (LSPC).
intended to reproduce on earth a photograph showing in fine detail a
panoramic view of the lunar landscape. The second vehicle is an
Accelerometer System, or Lunar Surface Measurement Capsule (SUR}4EC),
intended to measure directly the lunar surface strength characteristics
at a number of dispersed points on the surface.
Task I of JPLLetter Contract No. 9S0267 authorizes Aero-
nutronic to perform a Systems Integration Study of these two systems.
This interim report presents, for each capsule, sections coverln K
Nission Objectives and Design Criteria, System Design Characteristics
and Restraints, and a brief discussion of analytical and deslsn effort
on system tradeoff8.
The sections onHission Objectives and Design Criteria
provide ground rules, guidelines, and definitions of the general
design philosophy; they also establish an order of priority among
competing criteria. The material includes only design criteria that
have been established It least on I preliminary basis, rather than
a discussion of alternl_@ methods.
The sections, on DesipaCharacterlstics and Restraints
explain in general terms how the design objectives will be met, and
in sufflcie_: _etall that functions of the systems and subsystems
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can be identified. AU design restraints are covered in these sections.
such as those resulttn$ from the vehlcte, packs$in$, environment, and
scientific experlments.
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FACSIMILE SYSTEM (LSPC)
MISSION OBJECTIVES AND DESIGN CRITERI£
I_E-ORDE_No./--_"/-_
1.0 I_RODUCTIOI
The primary purpose of the Lunar Surface Photoreconnaissance
Capsule (LSPC) is to obtain high-resolution facsimile pictures of the
lunar surface at the earliest possible date. The systems emd tech-
niques developed in the first five Ranger flights will be fully utilized
in meeting this objective.
It will be a design objective to require no changes in the
Ranger RA-3, 4, 5 system for delivering a lunar landing sphere. The
landing sphere itself shall utilize Ranger components and techniques
wherever applicable.
Any margins .in weight and volume will be employed to ensure
the achievement of the primary objective of obtaining surface ficsimile
pictures.
2.0 MISSION OBJECTIVES
The LSPC lunar rough landing capsules are planned for a
series of repeated attempts to acquire, process, and transmit to earth
facsimile picture data corresponding to a portion of the lunar terrain
surrounding the landtns sphere assembly'e resting place. This picture
is to be taken from an elevation of a few feet above the lunar surface.
The facsimile picture Cats shall be obtained (1) with sufficient quality
and content that it materially contributes to the knowledge of lunar
surface topography and texture, (2) with definition sufficient to aid
in the design of manned lunar landing vehicles: and (3) at a date early
• enough to be effective in this deslln.
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3.0 DESIGN CRITERIA
Design criteria appllcable to the launch vehlcle, space-
craft bus, and LSPC are described in the followlng subparagraphs.
3.1 Launch Vehicle and Spacecraft Bus Criteria
Other than _ano_tory engineering change orders resulting from
RA°3, 4, 5 experience, no changes will be required for the LSPC
mission on either the Atlas and A_eua B boosters or the Itanser RA-$,
4, 5 spacecraft bus.
3.2 Capsule Assembly Criteria
The LSPC consists of a Landing Sphere Assembly, which impacts
on the lunar surface, and a Retro System Assembly, which includes
those subsystems necessary _o slow the Landlr_ Sphere Assembly to an
acceptable impact velocity.
i
3.2.1 Retro System AssemblT
Other than mandatory engineering change orders resulting, from
RA-3, 4, 5 experience, no changes _11 be required in the altimeter,
spin motor, retro rocket motor and other subassemblies of the complete
RA-3, 4, 5 retro system assembly.
3.2.2 Landing Sphere Assembly
Components and techniques developed for the RA-3, 4, 5 landlng
sphere assembly will be employed_rLth mlnlmummodlflcatlou in the
LSPC Landing Sphere Assembly wherever applicable. To make maximum
use of previous work, the design of the optical scannlr_, sensln$ and
data handling portions of the Landing Sphere Assembly will $eneraUy
conform to the designs already developed during the feasibility study
conducted under Contract N-21453, Task II.
3.2.2.1 Competir_ Characteristics. Competing characteristics shall
be treated in the following order:
(a) Reliability of landing sphere operation on the lunar
surface.
(b) Picture resolution and gev-tal quality.
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(c) Schedule.
(d) Biological sterility.
(e) Ease of fabrication and produclbility of system.
(f) Pre-fllght checkout slmplicity and shelf lifetime.
(s) Picture area coverage. Only that coverage In excess
of a minimumrequlrement equivalent Co two 90-degree
azimuth sectors wlth 50-degree elevatlon scanning shall
be considered to be a competing characteristic.
3.2.2.2 Defined Characteristics. Defined characteristics are as
foUows:
(a) Weight. The weight of the landing sphere assembly is
fixed at _¢_3 pounds by the selected trajectory and
available _nch vehicle performance and especially
by the available Impulse of the RA-3, 4, $ recto motor.
This design weight must be maintained to achieve maximum
impact survival probability. If an excess design weight
problem exists, the solution _/.11 be to reduce the extent
of the picture area coverage. If the landed sphere with
all of its desired components is underweight, additional
steps to increase (I) the rellabillty of the mission,
and (2) the calibration of distance in the picture will
_e considered the best uses of the additional weight
allovance.
(b) Impact Environment. The RA-3, 4, $ lunar impact envi-
romnent specification (Master List of Environmental
Requirements, Section If, Aeronutronlc Publicatlon No.
U-902-1, dated 15 April 1961) shall be used for design
purposes.
(c) Effect on Spacecraft Bus and Retro Assembly. The inter-
faces between the landing sphere assembly, the retro
assembly, and the spacecraft bus shall remain as desig-
nated for PA-3, 4, 5.
3.2.2.3 Rellability Philosophy Affecting Design. Design techniques
employed insofar as possible Co achieve a high reliability shall
Include the follc_tng:
-5-
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3.2.2.4
(a) Hinimlzatlon of required functions.
(b) Simplification of functions.
(c) Use of proved components.
(d) Use of passive rather than active components.
(e) Arrangement of functions in paral!el rather than in
series.
(f) Hlnimizatlon of dependence on lunar terrain.
(g) Redundancy.
After all elements of the system are adequately ruggec'.zed.
redundancy shall be employed to the extent permitted within
the welght llmltatlcm.
Experimental Philosophy Affecting Design
(a) Pre-launch Environmental Control. The landing sphere
assembly and its components shall not be subjected to
environments beyond flight-acceptance levels, and the
burden of protection from overexposure shall be on oper-
ators and facilities rather than on the landin 8 sphere
assembly itself. Clean, air-conditioned workin s areas.
special handling fixture, air transport, electrical over-
load protection, and other such measures external to the
landing sphere assembly shall be used to the extent
practicable, and the landing sphere assembly design shall
be based primarily on environments expected from the tim
of final mating onward through launching and flight.
Wherever possible, biological sterility shall be achieved
by external measures without the requirement for access
into sealed components, so that the adverse effect o£
the sterility requirement on equipment design, reliability.
and schedule is minimized.
(b) Operating Condition at Launch. The design criterion
should be to attain a high m'ssion reltabtlitywithout
dependence on checkout instrumentation, control, and
-6-
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correction of deficiencies in the landing sphere assembly
after completion of assembly. Subsystems must be designed
to maintain full operating ability and to hold calibra-
tion from the time of assembly to flight. Provisions for
checkout testing after completion of assembly of the land-
ins sphere shall only be provided to the extent that they
can be demonstrated to increase the net probability of
success for the mission vhen the added complexlty to pro-
vide checkout testing is considered.
(c)
(d)
In-flight Failure Detection. Failure detection methods
shall be employed only to the extent that they do not
detract from the reliabllity of achieving the primary
mission objective.
Function&fief _n-flisht Failure. Interdependence betveen
subsystems shall be minimized, but will necessarily exist
to • large extent. The general design criterion Is that
no subsystem is required to function after fallures of
subsystems on whlch it depends, except _here this can be
achieved _rLthout compllcating the design or diverting
effort from the mein objectives of the flight.
3.2.2.5 Test Philosophy Affectin 8 Desip
The objective is to obtain rellabillty by design rather than
by extensive development. In general, designs shall not be com-
promised to accommodate testing. However, vhen subsystem accep-
tance testsare the only 1_y of determining readiness for assembly
and flight, the design must, of course, incorporate the necessary
test provisions. Moreover, a test of the complete spacecraft
assembly is considered essential to verify the compatlbillCy
between the capsule and the spacecraft bus.
In system tests, the purpose Is primarily to slmulate fllght
and lunar operation. The burden of simulation shall, as far as
possible, fall ou equipment external to the landln4_ sphere
assembly.
oTo . •
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1.0 OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTIO_
The primary functional operations of the Lunar Surface
Photoreconnaissance Capsule include terminal flight control, retro
propulsion, semi-rough landing, survival, event sequencing, power
supply, obtaining a facsimile picture of the moonscape in the vicinity
of the landing site, electronic processing and transmission of the
electrical facsimile signals to earth, thermal control, and m_chantcat
support.
Uponr_c_lpt of a signal from the spacecraft bus at the
terminal end of the fIight_ the altimeter is deployed and the thermal
radiation shield retracted. When the altimeter detects that the space-
craft is at fuzing altitude, the retro motor and landing sphere assembly
are freed from the bus. The solid propellant spin rocket motor imparts
rotation about the longitudinal axis for attitude stabilization, folloved
by a retro Impulse from the solld propellant retro rocket motor to reduce
the descent velocity to zero at a specified altitude above the lunar
surface. After retro rocket burnout, the spent motor case is separated
from the landln8 sphere. To survive the seml-rough landlng from the
free fall, the instrument package (called the payload) is protected by
an envelope of crushable shock-absorbing material capable of Iimitin 8
the landing deceleration and absorbing the impact energy.
Subsequent to impact the spherlcal inner payload establishes
its allgrunent vith the local vertical. A porting mechanism produces
a hole in the sheU of the landlng sphere through vhlch the antenna is
erected and a portion of the electrlcal/optlcal/mechanlcal facslmile systeu
-8-
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is extended. The facsimile system then con_nences to view the surround-
ing lunar terrain through vertlcal scanning while slowly rotating in
azimuth. The photo-facslmile data is transmitted in real time to eart_
untll depleclon of the capsule power supply..
2.0 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION (Figures 2-1 through 2-4)
An Atlas flrst-stage booster, Agena B second stage, and
Ranger RA-3, 4, $ spacecraft bus are utillzed to dellver the LSI_.
The basic configuration of the LSPC consists of the payload cushioned
in a spherlcal impact llmlter and m_mted to the forward end of the
solld propellant retro rocket motor, which in turn is mounted to the
bus through the motor support structure. A cyllndrlcal radiation
shleld of flexlble l_,Inated msterlalsurv_nds this assembly. The
spin rocket motor is attached to a plug rigidly supported in the retro
nozzle throat, and the altlmeter assembly is mounted on the top of the
bus hexagonal frame. The capsule assembly is capped by the bus-
controlled canldlrectlonal antenna.
Two separation clamps with appropriate exploslve bolt cutters
are to be used to temporarily bond equipment together. The upper one
holds the landlng sphere xssembly to the retro motoz, and in a small
cavity located between these two is the power and sequencing assembly
(P&SA) containing the pre-lmpact timing mechanlsn. The lower cl_-p
binds the retro motor to the motor support structure. The motor support
structure is attached to the top of the bus hexagonal frame and provides
accurate bus/capsule allgnment. Located around the periphery of the
landlng sphere/retro motor interface are damping devices which limit
the motions produced by vibrational excitations. The lower end of the
radiation shleld is tied to the base of the retro support structure.
The shleld is held under tension by retractors attached to its opposite
end. The altlmeter and its support and deployment mechanism are located
outside of, and at the base of, the shleld envelope. The altlmeter
support structure is clamped firmly to the bus.
Within the impact li_Iter is the payload sphere suspended at
neutral buoyancy in flotation _luld, The center of gravity of the sphere
is located below the center of buoyancy so that after impact the payload
erects and self-allgns with the local vertlcel. A caging mechanism is
located on the bottom of the outside surface of the payload sphere. This
cages the payload from the time of final assembly untll retro braking
-9-
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FIGURE 2-1. LUNAR SURFACE PHOTORECONNAISSANCE CAPSULE
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Just prior to impact at which time the caging foot is retracted. After
impact and alignment to the vertical another caging foot is extended to
again cage the sphere. An explosive hole-cutter or porting mechanism
is located at the top of the erected payload sphere and is positioned to
fire upward, providing a hole through which the top tube assembly (which
includes the Inflatlble antenna and a portion of the facslmile system)
is extended by means of a deployment mechanism. The facsimile system is
composed of the azimuth drive assembly, motor drive electronics, signal
electronics, and an electrical/optical/mechanical top tube assembly.
Only the latter top tube assembly portion of the facsimile system is
extended through the hole provided by the porting mechanism. The pay-
load structure also contains the required 960 mc telemetry transmitter,
power supply, post-impact timer, inertia switches, water tanks for
evaporative cooling, and a thermal control valve.
f 3.0 SF._UF.NCn
ol
I
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3.1 Ceneral Description
3.1.1 Operation Nodes
3.1.1.1 Launch. l_hen launch acceleration exceeds 5g for 1.5 seconds,
a switch arms the P&SA in the retro system assembly. This arming
procedure is inserted as a safety feature to isolate the P&SA
power supply from the rocket motor squib circuitry until after
launch.
3.1.1.2 Descent. C_npletionof the spacecraft terminal maneuver alignsthe capsule assembly roll axis with the predicted relative
velocity vector. At approximately 40 minutes prior to impact a
command signals which is timed and powered from the bus, fires a
r bolt cutter which releases the altimeter and its parabolic
antenna from the,toyed position such that the boresight of the
antenna is aligned parallel to the capsule roll axis. Following
this, the bus releases a clamp and the onmidirectional antenna
is deployed away from the capsule by means of a boom. This also
releases the radiation shield retraction mechanism so that the
flexible shield collapses to the base of the retro motor support
structure.
At approximately 60 seconds before unbraked impact the bus again
provides power to actuate a switch which turns on the altimeter.
This turn-on allows for a 15-second warmup time and a 25-second
uncertainty time in bus impact prior to 180,000 ft altitude (20.6 seconds
-14-
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before bus impact). At fuzing altitude (approximately 70,000 feet)0 the
altimeter closes a relay which in turn connects bus power to four redundant
lower separation clamp bolt cutters on the =etromotor support structure.
Simultaneously, bus power fires two parallel squib switches which activate
the P,I_A.
The P&SA contains three electrical timers which are started
simultaneously. The first of these is a spin motor timer_hich provides
a nominal delay of 215 milliseconds. The delay of spin motor ignition
is 20 milliseconds and the lower clamp opening is completed in less than
200 milliseconds. Lower bound tolerances assure that the spin motor t$-
nition always occurs after clamp opening. Spin motor burning time does
not exceed 1.3 seconds.
The second P_SA timer accomplishes firing of the retromotor.
The nominal delay (from altimeter fuzing) of this circuit is 2 seconds
and varies up to _ 0.3 seconds depending upon the measured mean temper-
ature of the propellant. The retromotor burns for about 9.6 seconds.
Nominal burn-out altitude is 1,000 feet at which time the descent velocity
is nominally zero. The dispersions in burnout altitude are such that burn-
out occurs prior to impact for approximately 99 percent of the cases.
The third P_SA timer is used to fire two upper clamp bolt cutters
_htch separate the empty retromotor case from the landing sphere. It has
a nominal delay of 12.$ seconds after P_SA initiation.
3.1.1.3.Post-Impact
In order to initiate the remining sequence of functions, a squib
switch in the payload is closed during retrobraking when a 251
inertia switch is closed for more than 1 second. This switch
initiates (with essentially no delay) pre-impact uncaging and
also activates a sequence timer which
(a) after I0 minutes accomplishes post-impact caglng,
(b) after 11 minutes fires the porting device which cuts
a hole through the flotation fluid shell and impact
limiter to permit venting of the flotation fluid
and coolant systems.
(c) after 12 minutes extends the top tube assembly and
antenna through the hole by means of a deploymant
mechanism, and
-I$-
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(d) after 13 minutes turns on the motor drive electronics
(which activates vertical scanning and azimuth drive),
the signal electronics, and the transmitter and turns
off the sequence timer.
3.1.2 Tabular Resu m
The sequential events _hich occur during the terminal and post-
impact phases are summarized in Table 3.1.2-1 and illustrated in
FIsure 3.1.2-1.
@
3.1.3 peripheral Support
3.1;2.1 Bus. In order to satisfactorily complete all events, it is
necessary gor the bus to
(a) align the capsule assembly roll axis with the
predicted relative velocity vector,
(b) provide command signals which are both timed and
povered from the bus to
(I) release the altimeter .deployment mechanism,
(2) release the omni-directional antenna and
radiation shield,
(3) actuate a thermal switch to turn on the
altimeter,
(c) provide power to
(1) activate the four bolt cutters on the lower
separation clamp, and
(2) activate two squib switches _hlch start the
P_SA timers.
3.1.3.2 Capsule
Other than those operations mentioned above which require bus
energy, all timers, inertia and squib switches, power supplies,
pyrotechnic and propulsion systems required to adequately per-
form the sequencing operations will be supplied by either the
LSPC retrosystemassembly or landing sphere assembly.
-16-
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TABLE 3.1.2-1
TERMINAL AND POST-IMPACT SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
Nominal Time
TI* - 40 =in
T 1 - 60 sec
T 1 - 45 see
T 1 - 8.1 8ec -T 2
T 2 + 6 msec
T 2 4- 175 meec
T 2 ÷ 221 msec
T 2 ÷ 2 see
T2 + 5.2 sec - T 3
T 2 + 11.6 see
T 2 ÷ 12.5 see
T 2 4- 32 sec
T 3 -_ 10 rain
T3 ÷ II ,,_n
T3 + 12 mln
T3 + 13 ,.4n
Event
Deploy altimeter
Deploy omni-ant enna
Retract radiation shield
Turn on altimeter
Altimeter warmed up
Fuzing altitude
Fire P_SA squib switches
Fire lower clamp bolt cutters
P&SA timers started
Lower clamp separation completed
Signal spin motor iKnition _'
Start retromoto¢ iKnition
Start post-impact timer
Pre-impact uncasing
Retromotor burnout
Upper clamp separation
Landin 8 sphere impact
Post-impact caging
Activate porting device
Deploy end inflate antenna
Deploy top tube assembly
Activate electrodes
i,
*T 1 is the time of bus unbraked impact,
• -17-,.
Initiated By
bus
hue
i
Altimeter
Squib s_J. Cch
an
P&SA timer
P&SA timer
25-I switch
P&$A timer
Post-impact timer
Pos t-impact timer
Post-imp. ct timer
Pos t- t=_¢ t timer
103
102
10"1L
" • *t
524,000 _(-60.6 SEC)
ALTIMETER TURN ON
SPTJbT
61,470:1_(-7.1SEC)
L_TELOI/DTOI
$2,700 Fr(-6.1 SF.C)
22,400 1_(-2.1 SEC)
ALTITUDE AT WHICH
ALT]3_ETER TS REQUIRED
"£0 OPERATE: 180,000
_(-20.6 SEC) -_,Z_
SI_ SI_ARATE
CAPSULE AND BUS
70,200 :ET(-8.1 SEC)
36,800 1_(-4.1 SF.C)
3,700 1_(+1.9 SEC)
RETP.O-MOTOR _E
STHERE UNCAGE
1,090 1_(4.4 SF._)
560 1_
(17.9 SF,C)
I
-80
CAPSULE THPACT
23.9 SEC --_
- 108 I_r/SEC
t I I _ I
-60 -40 -20 0 20
TIME IN SECOh_S (UNBRAKED IMPACT AT C= 0)"
¥IGUI_ 3.1.2-1. T,T.P,HII4AL SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
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3.2 Englneerln i Data
3.2.1 Commands
After release from the spacecraft bus, that portion of the capsule
assembly which undergoes the retromaneuve¢ is autonomous, requiring no
additional command inputs to perform its assigned functions. Subsequent
major events are conducted sequentially by series and parallel t/minE
mechanisms in the F_SA and within the landing sphere assembly.
3.2.2. Measurements (excluding the scientific experiment)
3.2.2.1 RetrosystemAssembly. When the altimeter is fully deployed,
an electrical mtcroswl_ch on the altimeter support structure
is closed which provides a signal to the bus telemetry sys-
tem conflrmlng this event. Also, during altimeter operation
a means of generating adc slgnal that is indicative of the
reflected power received by the altimeter is provided to the
bus for the purpose of telemetering thls Information to earth.
The bus also monitors the altimeter fuzlng signal and spin
motor separation from the spacecraft.
3.2.2.2 Landing Sphere Assembly. The payload antenna ts not effective
until after impact, preventing any detection of failure durin B
impact from transmitted signal characteristics. Direct post-
impact failure detection i8 limited to monitorins the internal
thermal environment. The voltage-controlled oscillator which
controls the data subcarrier and the crystal-controlled oscil-
lator which controls the carrier are both temperature sensitive
and are calibrated prior to launch. Detection of failure modes
other than this most be indirectly deduced from8 relative
diagnosis of signal magnitude and content.
4.0 FLIGHT CONT_L
4.1.1 Cenera_
After bus initiation of the terminal sequence the retrosystem
assembly, _£th the aid of those inputs from the bus described in 3.1.3.1.
delivers the landing sphere assembly to a nominal altitude of 1,000 fe@t
above the lunar surface at zero descent velocity. There shall be no
electrical connections between the landing sphere assembly and the retro-
system assembly.
-19_
f4.1.2 Altimeter
A radio altimeter is required which radiates energy to and receives
its own reflected radiation from the _':_r surface for the purpose of de-
termlnlns when the bus has reached t_:, _cect altitude for separation of
the lunar capsule. The altimeter ehai_ _e the only means for Inltlatln$
this separation from the bus. A means of generating adc signal which
is indicative of the received reflected energy will be provided for the
purpose of telemetering this information to earth. The altimeter shall
be capable of being deployed from a stowed position so as to point at the
lunar surface along the spacecraft roll axis. Although the altimeter is
deployed and activated by connand from the bus, it shall contain its own
power supply.
4.1.3 Spin Rocket }4oto_
A solid propellant splnmotor assembly is required to develop and
deliver axial rotation to stabilize the retromotor/landlng sphere assembly.
Its exhaust nozzles will be canted to deliver a forvardlmpulse to the
assembly as veil as torque. Spin motor Isnltlon is initiated by a command
from the P&S&.
4.1.4 RetrorocketMoCor
A solid propellant retromotor assembly shall be capable of braking
the total landing sphere weight from the nominal bus impact velocity. This
velocity is completely removed at a nominal altitude of lt000 feet above
the lunar surface. Retromotor ignition is initiated by a command from
the P&SA.
4.1.$ Power and SequencinEAssembly (P&SA)
A P_A is required to initiate and control the timing of sequential
events prior to impact. Its operation la initiated by the altimeter fuzing
signal. It will contain its own source of power.
4.1.6 Separation System
Two clamps are used to temporarily mate the landing sphere to the
retromotor and the retromotor to its support structure. Lover clamp separ-
ation is initiated by the altimeter fuzlns signal, and upper clamp separa-
tion is initiated by the P&SA.
.20.
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4.1.7 Support Structure
A support structure capable of supporting the veIsht of the entire
capsule assembly under all prelaunch, boost and transit environmental
condltlon8 must be provided. The structure will 818o contain aU necessary
wiring and a mechanism for attachment Co and release of the retromotor,
and must be comphtlble wlth the bus structures.
[ 4.2 Post-Impact Orientation
[
I
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I
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4.2.1 Erection Method
The payload is floated at neutral buoyancy wiChln the impact limlter.
Its cs shall be offset from the center of buoyancy so that the payload axis
will be alIsned with the local verclcal and can be caged in this positlon
• fter impact.
4.2.2 PortinR Mechanism
Subsequent to erection, • porting mechanism shall produce • holm in
the flotation fluid sheU and impact limiter above the folded antenna and
top tube assembly. This hole shall be of sufficient diameter to allow the
top tube assembly to move freely through it.
4.2.3 Antenna and Top Tube Develo_ent Hechanima
Subsequent to porting, the antenna and top tube must be permanently
deployed vertically by the deployment mechanism.
4.3 Communication
4.3.1 Antenna.
The inflatable antenna shall be capable of pneumatic inflation
and shall approximate omni-directional coverase over a hemisphere for
data transmission.
4.3.2 Transmitter
:[ ....
[ @
The L-band transmitter located within the payload operates at
approximately 960 mo and shall have a power output of not lees than 2 v
and an information bandwidth of not less than fi$ cps.
-21-.: •
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4.4 Scientific Experiment
The facslmile system shall be capable of takln8 pictures of the lunar
surface surrounding the landlng sphere's resting place. Picture scanning
in elevatlon is employed and is combined wlCh • slow rotation of the top
tube assembly about the azimuth •xls. The vertical scan llne separation
shall not be greater than 0.1 degree, and the system angular resolutlon
shail be compatlble with this scanning for object distances greater than
45 inches. The facsimile picture •re• cover•Be shaU equal or exceed the
equlvalent of two 90-degree azi-,,th sectors with S0-degree elevatlon
scannlns.
4.$ Environmental Control
4.5.1 Impact Limiter
The impact llmlter shaU be capable of protectlng the payload from
damage after • lunar gravity free-faU of nominally 1,000 feet with no
initial velocity. The impact limiter shall remain intact after the fall.
4.$.2 Thermal Controls
Passive temperature control shall be provided to insure mission
success under direct solar radiation. A radiation shield shall contribute
to this protection durin8 earth-to-moon transit, and a water boll-off
thermal control system containedwithin the payload sphere shall meintain
allowable payload temperatures during lunar operation.
o.
li
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SYSTEM DESZG_Iq_ES_ILT_LII
1.0 ENVIROIO_OrZ
The capsule components =ust be designed to survive and operate
satlsfactorily through the envlron_ental stases listed in Table I-I.
These are designated as=
(a) Condition I:
(b) Condition lI:
(c) Condition III:
(d) Condition IV:
ground handling through lunar flight _
ground handlln8 throush spin-up
around handlin$ through retrothrust
ground handling through impact and
lunar operation
The expected environmental levels are listed in Tables 1-2 through 1-$.
2.0
2.1
2.1.1
V_ICL_
General
The total weight of the capsule system shall not exceed 333 pounds.
2.1.2 Center of Gravit7
The center of gravity of the entire capsule system as installed
(altimeter in stowed position) on the bus shall lie vlthin 30 inches of
the bus/capsule support structure inter£ace. The mtsall_ment of the
°2).°
_7
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Condition
I
II
III
IV
Event__..._s
Ground Handlins.
Launch and Lunar
Flight
Condition I plus
Spacecraft Separation
and Spin-up
Condition II plus
Retrothrust
Condition III plus
Impact and Lunar
Operation
Major Equipment
Altimeter and support-and
deployment mechanism
Radiation shield and
retrac tion mechanism
Lower separation clamp
Retromotor support
s t ruc tu re
Wiring harness and Junction
box
Spin.tot
P&S&
Vibration d_-mpers
Upper separation clamp
Ketromotor
Landins sphere
|_Lll 1-2
f VIBRATION ENVIROHHEHT
(Applies to ell defined conditions)
.i |
i Combined
[ Thrust Axis $1nuaoldal White Noise SLne Noise
Hasnitude + _'* + 2.5 I1 7.5 S_ 5 • 2.25 g 2.25 II
i [ Bandvidth. cp8 1-2 2-AO 15-1500 15-1500 40-I$00 15-1500
Duration 8 rain; COSR*** 6 sec 3 rain 3 times. 2 rain each;
I COSR for sinusoid
Pitch Axle
f MaKnitude ÷ _' + 1.25 S 3.75 I 2.25 I 1.125 8 1.125 I
[ Bandwldth, cp. C ................... same as thrust .................. -_
Duration Csame as thrust] 12 .ec C--same as thrust-_
Yav Axis •
[
I [ KaKntt_de
i Bandv_dth, cps / ................... same as pitch ...................
Duration L "
• Where "÷" is shorn, peak values are implied.
• * Where "4 _' Is not shorn, rms values are implied.
• ** Constant Octave Sweep Rate
-25- "
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TABLE 1-3
THRUST-GENERATED ACCELERATION AND SPIN ENVIRONMENT
Condition [
Thrust Axis
Yaw and Pitch Axes
Linear Acceleration (g)
+7, - 2
+2
Angular Acceleration
(rad/sec 2)
Spin Rate
(rpm)
Condition ZZ
Thrust AxLe
Yaw and P£tchAxes ame as Condition I]
30 287
Conditions lZl. IV
Thrust Ax£s
Yaw and Pitch Axes
+65, - 2
+2 ----same as Condition II----_
lJ
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TABLE 1-6
IMPULSIVE SHOCK ENVIRONMENT
Condition I, II. llI
Thrust Axts
Yaw and Pitch Axes
Condition IV (any direction)
Amplitude*
20 g peak
6 S peak
3,000 $ peak
Duration
3milUsec
3 milllsec
4 milllsec
(lntesral up to 200 ft/se¢)
_sL_ 1-5
TEMPERATURE, PRESSURP- AND HUMIDITY ENVIRONMENT
! Temperature (oF) Pressure (_HS)
Condition I, II. Ill
f Pre-launch + 20 to + 125
plum molar radiation
774
Space flight Direct solar radiation 0
whet 8 exposed; radiation
to O I where shaded! .Condition IV + 260 max 10 "12
f
f
[ 1/2 mine rave
Humidity
I00
-2?- "
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thrust axis of the rocket motor and the bus longitudinal axis (as defined
by the bolt circle surface) shall not exceed 0.I degree. The center of
gravity of the separated capsule assembly shall not be dlsplaced more
than 0.03 inch from the nominal retrothrust axis.
2.2 Power System
2.2.1 Power and Sequencln& Assembly
A sealed battery pack is to be used as the sole source of power
for the pre-impaet eequencin$ unit and must be small enough to be com-
pletely contained within the P&SA unit. It shall provide for an opera-
ting period of 16.5 seconds. At no time durin s operation shall the open
circuit voltage be greater than 28 volts nor the terminal voltage less
than 14 volts. It shall be capable of providin s a continuous current
drain of 30milliamperes plus three (non-simultaneous) current pulses:
two 3-ampere pulses each of 1-second duration and one 4-ampere pulse of
100-milliseconds duration. The battery pack should be rechargeable
through $ cycles.
2.2.2 Altimeter
A power supply, lncludin$ a sealed battery pack, converters and
regulator_ shall be an integral part of the altimeter system. It shall
provide for an operatin s time of 2 minutes. At no time during operation
shall terminal voltage be less than 6 volts nor more than 9 volts. It
shall be capable of providin$ a maximum peak current drain of S amperes.
The battery pack should be rechargeable through $ charge/recharge cycles.
2.2.3 Landlns Sphere
A sealed battery pack shall be located in and used as the sole
source of power for the payload.
?
2.3 Flight Control
2.3.1 Retrorocket Motor
The retrorocket motor is required to serve as the braking device
for a vehicle weighing approximately 308 pounds including the motor weight.
The motor with suitable attach devices shall serve as a primary structural
member of the capsule system in such a way as to permit separation from
the spacecraft structure and separation from the landing sphere assembly.
-28o
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The retromotor shall decelerate the landing sphere in gravlty-free vacuum
space by approximately 8816 feet per second s and shall provide reasonable
assurance that burnout will occur at an altltude between 0 and 2000 feet
above the lunar surface. The motor shall be of nearly symmetrlcal con-
figuration so that a condition of dynamic balance may be achieved. The
motor shall support the approxlnmtely 93-pound weight of the landln8
sphere plus attachlngs mounted along the thrust axis on the head end of
the motor. The retromotor shall also serve as the structural support
for the spin system in such a way as to permit Jettisoning of the spin
system during retromotor ignition.
2.3.2 Spin Rocket motor
The splnmotor assembly shall be required to develop and dellve_
to the retromotor/landlng sphere assembly a torque to accelerate this
assembly to a spin rate of approximately 285 rpm. The spin axis is to
be coincident with the retromotor thrust axis. The torque vector shall
not be_Lsallgned from the retrorocket centerllneby more than 0.010
radian. The splnmotor is to be mounted so that the spent motor case
can be Jetclsoned shortly after retromotor ignition. The spin unit i s-
nition s_all be sequenced by a signal from the P_A. The unit must 18-
nite promptly and rellably upon receipt of the slgnal with a desired
minimum probability of ignition of 0.995. It shall be of symmetrlcal
configuration so that aconditlon of dynamic balance may be achieved.
2.3.3 Support and Separation
The support and separation assembly serves as the primary struc-
tural member for transmitting loads from the bus to the capsule. The
forward end of the support assembly is attached to the rocketmotor
case continuously about the circumference of the case. Separatlonumst
occur at this plane on receipt of a command slgnal from the altlmeter
assembly. The mlsallgnment of the bus longltudlnal axis (as defined by
the bolt-circle of the bus) and the thrust axis of the rocket motor shall
not exceed 0.1 degree. Exposure to the launch environment shall not pro-
duce an additional mlsallgnment which exceeds 0.1 degree. The complete
separation process shall not produce a capsule angnlar rate which
exceeds 0.04 radlan/second.
2.3.4 Altlmeter
Erection of the altimeter shall be accompllshed in no less than
5.2 seconds. The delay between the bus-generated commands for deployment
of the altimeter and the omnl-antenna shall be no less than $ seconds.
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The antenna is to be erected at the beginning of spacecraft terminal
maneuver (one hour before landing). The erection mechanism wilt attach
to the bus structure. When the antenna is in the operating position, I¢
will project over the side of the bus, and its beam axis must be parallel
to the roll axis of the spacecraft. The antenna beam axis shall be with-
in 0.25 degree of normal to a reference plane defined by three points
on the antenna structure.
The altimeter is to start operation upon receipt of a command
signal and deliver a single output signal (designated "fuzing signal")
at a prescribed aititude (designated "fuzing altitude"). The altimeter
will not be separated from the bus. The altimeter shall start within 1
second after receiving a start signal voltage step of 18 to 30 volts.
The altimeter shall not cause any interference with other r-f equipment
on the bus operating in the vicinity of 890 and 960 mc. The altlmeter
is to be started at a time before bus impact such that warm-up will be
complete at an altitude of not less than 180,000 feet. The pulse repe-
tition frequency shall be between 500 and 600 pps, and warm-up time shall
not exceed 15 seconds. To prevent false fuzing under these conditions,
warm-up shall not begin at an altltude in excess of 820,000 feet. During
the time of operation of the altimeter, the approach velocity to the
moon will be between 8400 and 9400 feet per second. The fuzing altitude
shall be set at a point between 61,800 and 81,800 feet. The altimeter
shall provide a range resolutlon accuracy such that the cumulatlve errors,
from all effects (range measurement, antenna boreslghting errors, switch-
ing time, etc.) shall result in a measurement error of no greater than
500 feet at the fuzing altitude. The altimeter shall operate and shall
be capable of delivering a fuzing signal for a period of not less than
120 seconds followlng warm-up. The altimeter shall have a probabillty of
false fuzing, from maximum starting altitude, of not greater than 1 percent.
2.3.5 Impact Limiter
The impact limiter shall be nominally transparent to radio frequency
energy. It shall be adequate to sustain impact normal with the lunar sur-
face at velocities up to 200 feet per second. An interconnect member,
adequate to attach the sphere to the retromotor throughout the flight en-
vironment, shall be attached at one end (along the thrust axis) and shall
provide a means of separating the landing sphere from the rocket after
rocket motor burnout. A similar clamp device and attach fitting shall
be provided on the opposite end, along the thrust axis to support the
spacecraft omnl-antenna.
-30-
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2.3.6 P&S__.._&
The PGSA shall consist of equipment and circuitry for sequencin|
the terminal events Just prior to lunar impact. It shall possess a mean8
for isolating the battery supply from the timers and squib circuits until
after launch acceleration exceeds a nominal value of 5 g for 1.5 seconds.
The sequencing unit and the batteries shall be self-contained.
3.0 SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENT
For shadow contrast and prevention of the main sensors from
being damaged by direct solar radiation, at no time during the experiment
should the lighting angle be less than 20 degrees nor greater than 70
degrees. (The lighting angle is defined as the angle between the sun-
moon llne and the lunar local vertical.)
I
]
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4.0 CO_4UNICATIONS
4.1 Antenna
The facsimile data are to be transmitted from the moon to DSIF in
real time. The antenna shall be compatible with consnunication angles
of from 0 to 45 degrees. (The communication angle is defined as the
angle between the earth-moon line and the lunar lo¢al vertical.)
4.2 Transmitter
Subsequent to mounting the capsule on the bus, the transmitter shall
not be operative until after impact. The carrier shall be 960 mc in the
L-band and shall be phase-modulated. If subcarriers are employed, they
shall be standard IRIG channels.
5.0 OPERATIONS AND TEST PLAN (EFFECT ON CAPSULE DESIGN)
The landing sphere assembly design shall be based primarily on
environments expected from the time of final mating onward through launch-
ing and flight. Its components shall not be subjected to environments
beyond flight-acceptance levels, and the burden of protection from over-
exposure shall be on operators and facilities rather than on the landins
sphere assembly itself.
-31-
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High mission reliabllity must be attained without dependence
on checkout instrumentation, control, and correction of deficiencies
in the landing sphere assembly after completion of assembly. Subsyste_w
must be designed to maintain operating ability and to hold calibratlon
from the time of assembly to fllght.
Except for gross system checkout and tests to verify the compat-
ibility between the capsule and the spacecraft bus, design constraints
do not permit testing, trouble-shooting, nor component replacement beyond
final assembly.
All elements of dellverable capsules which can be tested non"
destructively must pass acceptance tests. Acceptance tests are environ-
mental and functlonal tests of the specific components, subsystems and
systems which are scheduled for flight. These tests demonstrate that
the flight units satisfy the designs and specifications.
i
6.0 PACKAGING AND WIRING
All electrlcal, electronic, and electromechanical parts in the
capsule _-_11 be procured to Minuteman, Space Parts Working Group, or
equivalent Aeronutrontc-generated high-reliability specifications. To
the extent practicable modular scheme of packaging of electronic equipment
shall be used. The external wiring system for the capsule is used for
transmission of electrical signals for controlling terminal events prior
to lunar impact. A portion of the system shall also be used to provide
telemetry information to the bus telemetry system.
7.0 STERILIZATION
Direct action shall be taken to deliver the capsule system in
a bacteriologically sterile condition. To do this, all feasible and
reasonable engineering precautions shall be exercised by subjecting the
various system elements to one or more of the following:
(a) heat-soaking components and subassemblies at 257°F
for 24 hours,
(b) using sporicidal resin systeum,
(c) using liquid sterilizing additives to non-metallic components,
-32-
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(d) using surface sterillzlng agents during interfacing
operatlons_ or
(e) exposing to ethylene oxlde/Freon 12 gas mlxturep
and conducting assembly operations, where required, in a sterile environ-
ment.
8.0 II_fEILFAcg PI_BI2_
Mechanical mating of the capsule syste= to the bus is limited
to the landing sphere/JFL omni-anteuna £nterface, the retrosupport struc-
ture/bus interface, and the altimeter/bus interface. These operations
shall be accomplished vLthin tolerances which conform to Sections 2.1.2,
2.3._ and 2.3.&. The design of the capsule should be such that it viii
not interfere with the shroud envelope.
A Junction box capable of exchanging all signals necessary to
meet the capsule/bus electrical interface shall be provided.
]
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EVOLUTION OF SYSTEM DESIGN CHAIL_ERISTIC$
Early in 1961, under a series of studies of possible Ranger
extensions, it was realized that high resolution photography from •
hard landed capsule would provide most useful engineering information
for later missions. The difficulty with conventional means of obtain-
ing such pictures is that they are very complex, require too much
power, and would require extensive ruggedization in order to withstand
a 3,000 $ landln s.
The capsuleextenslon studies were then directed toward
defining the feasibility and possible configuration for obtalnln$
lunar surface photographs within the constraints of the hard-landlng
capsule. It was assumed that the functional sequence of landln$ and
the systems involved would be identical to RA-3,4,5. Thus the mission
would have to be accompllshed after a 3,000 g_ 3 millisecond impact,
and from within the geometry of a 12-1nch sphere, and • weight limit
of approximately 50 pounds. Itwas concluded that orientation to the
local vertical would be accomplished by flotation, as in the Selsmo-
meter Capsule; and that, in order to view the lunar surroundlngs,
it would be necessary to remove at least a section of the shell and
impact llmiter to provide access to the outside.
The large information content inherent in a photographic
mission, combined with the low available data rate from the size,
weight, and power-limited lunar capsule, would tend to indicate the
need for some data storage. The overriding desire to avoid such data
storage led, in February, 1961, to the decision to limit further studies
to a slow-scan facsimile type photographic mission. The facsimile
scheme appeared to be particularly well-suited to meet the capsule
limitations and the slow-scan was permissible due to the unique condi-
tions of the lunar surface. Within the f;Jw-hourtime span considered
-34-
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appropriate to the mission, the lunar scene exhibits essentially
constant lighting and a very small probability of terrain feature
change. The mission time limitation was defined primarily by DSIF
considerations and secondarily by capsule thermal control considera-
tions.
The major question areas at the initiation of the study in-
eluded battery/power/weight trade-oils, the availability of an
adequate RF transmitter, the feasibility of impact limiter and outer
flotation shell cutting, capsule stability on the lunar surface, diffi °
culties of thermal control with a fairly large payload section exposed
to the harsh lunar envirornnent, and optical and mechanical configura-
tionfeasibility.
The initial configuration of the photoreconnaissance capsule
evolved along the following lines. It was decided that a relatively
slight geometrical variation of the Seismometer Capsule battery would
provide adequate power for the photoreconnaissance mission. Initial
batter N weight estimates were set at 15 pounds, and an energy/weight
ratio of 50 watt hours per pound was assumed. The structural proof
test of the Seismometer battery, as accomplished on the Ranger program,
was considered adeqJate to demonstrate its feasibility for the photo-
reconnaissance mission. The effective radiated power output for the
r-f conununicatton link was of the order of 3 watts compared to the
50 mtlliwatts of the Setsmometer Capsule transmitter. The battery
requirements were based on the use of a three to five watt output
power transmitter working into an "omnidirectional" antenna. Initial
development in the transmitter area was concerned with obtaining higher
power from all solid-state devices, and with the possible ruggedization
of ceramic tube power amplifiers. A considerable development program
conducted at Aeronutrontc resulted in the fabrication of a three watt
all-solid-state transmitter, which required less than the allowed
100 watts input power. Critical components of the transmitter were
tested under the impact enviroranent, and survived.
An early demonstration of the feasibility of cutting a hole
in the residual impact limiter and shell was made. Analysis ham
continued, particularly in the area of defining the relationship
between hole cutter dynamics and capsule static stability on the lunar
surface. It appears that an arrangement of hemispherical bumps cemented
on the impact limiter, or their equivalent, and careful control of ......
the pyrotechnics of the hole cutter, will result in a high confidence
in capsule stability during this operation.
-35-
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Definition of the High Resolution Facsimile mechanical and
optical configuration of this system occupied most of the (HRF)
Feasibility Program (Task II, Contract N-21453). It was decided that
data handling from the optical system should be similar to that of the
Selsmometer Capsule. Bandwldths up to 250 cycles per second were con-
sidered in relation to the optical and mechanical scanning rates. It
was initially deemed desirable that no moving parts be used in the
extended assembly. As a result of uncertainty in the terrain at the
landing site, a field of view of 360 degrees in azimuth was considered
to be desirable.
Initially, several configurations were considered which
depended upon placing an erectible antenna on top of an extendable
periscope-like tube, and used various mirror segments to form virtual
images of the lunar scene in a position where they could be scanned
by optical systems located within the survival sphere. OnHarch 23,
1961, a spherical convex mirror segment configuration was formalized.
It proposed the use of a double pinhole scanning telescope located
within the survival sphere, and set a resolution objective of 2.4 x 107
image points with a grey scale of 10 and 55 degree vertical view field.
The donut geometry of the extended mirror lent itself well to the
inclusion of an inflatable antenna on top of the periscope, and had
the advantage that no moving parts were used outside of the survival
sphere. However, the configuration was based upon erroneous photo-
metric assumptions, In that the energy on the photocell was assumed to
be equal to the brightness of the scene; also the pinhole scan pro-
posed was inconsistent with the diffraction criteria. The virtual
image formed by the convex mirror was to be scanned in a spiral geometry
(similmr to a phonograph record groove pattern) by a small telescope-
photocell assembly. This early system provided an object space angular
resolution of 6 x ZO"4 radians.
On Harch 27, 1961 a detailed study of the optical aspects
of the above convex mirror system was completed. This study showed
a requirement for including lenses in the telescope-sensor scan
assembly at the base of the tube due to a resolutlon requlrment of
1.3 x 10 -5 radians. This resolution capability was implicit in the
desire to limit the spherical mirror radius to approximately one inch.
The depth of focus of the telescope-mlrror system wam shown to be
satisfactory, primarily as a result of the extremely small aperture
ratio then considered adequate. The principal aberrations of the
optical system were also calculated and found acceptable, again due
to the small aperture ratio; however, the Rayleigh criteria of
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resolution was not met at 1.3 x I0 "5 radlans for the three millimeter
telescope objective which at that time was included in the design.
These design considerations took place still under the incorrect assump-
tion of high illumination levels.
On March 30, 1961, a revision of the calculatlons on the
conununicatlon system limitations (transmitter power of approximately
five watts) required a reduction in the number of image points from
a value of 2.4 x 107 to 1.4 x 107 . At this time, an elght-hour total
mission limitatlon was set as a compromise between constant llghtlns
versus low data rate, and to permit all data to be received at a slngle
DSIF station. The system specifications then Included a 500 bit per
second data rate and an object field resolutlon of _.7 x 10 -3 radlans_
and the origlnal 50 degree by 360 degree view fleld; however, the
photometry cal_ulatlons were at this time still based upon erroneous
111uminatlon assumptions. On April 5, 1961, a proposal for Lunar
Capsule extensions (Aeronutronic Publication No. P-lO631(U)) was
submitted to JPL which embodied most of the geometrical and configura-
tion limitations developed to that date. This system consisted of
a small telescope located near the bottom of the survival sphere.
The telescope was to be driven in a spiral scan as mentioned above;
however, the photo-sensltive surface was changed to two inch diameter
circular annulus which remained stationary during the scanning process.
Complete coverage of the entire virtual image formed by the convex
mirror occupied an elght-hour period. A flexible light shield was
to be used to protect the stationary photo sensitive surface from
stray exposure. The technlcal memos written during the program to
this date were included as appendices to this proposal. Two funda-
mental errors were still In the design at this time:
(1) The resolution capability of this small telescope
failed to meet the Raylelgh criteria for diffraction
by a factor of eight.
(2) The assumptions and calculations of photometric levels
were incorrect.
On May 8, 1961, a review of the design analysis on the
Facsimile Capsule was completed. It was at this point that the dig-
fraction limitations on the system were definitized and the need for
a larger aperture telescope became apparent. The desire to avoid moving
parts outside the capsule had to be sacrificed in the interests og
keeping the porting hole to a reasonable diameter. Rather than reduce
-37-
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the number of image points or •final print quality, various mechanlza-
tions Involving moving mirrors external to the shell were Investigated.
Although recalculation of the photometric relationships In relation-
ship to S-1 and S-4 cesium photocells was made, the available sensor
illumination level was still assumed at an incorrect level. Photo-
metric calculations were even more optimistic at this time because
of the move toward larger apertures.
As a result of the change in concept to that of using external
moving mirrors, three new mechanizations were considered. In these
the Rayleigh criteria was discarded in favor of a more restrictive
limitation. The new mechanizations were:
(1) A radial strip of spherical mirror with a radius of
6.5 inches rotated in azimuth only with the telescope
contained within the survival sphere as before. Dif-
fraction limitations had thus forced a change to a
spherical mirror radius of 6.5 inches from 1 inch.
The telescope in this configuration _uld require
either slip-ring feedout of the spiral type scan
(with a telescope-mounted sensor) or steppedmotion
with a large diameter photocell. The configuration
required a three-inch port cut in the shell and
impact limiter.
(2)
(3)
A strip of spherical mirror such that it required only
smooth circular motion of the telescope to effect the
scan. This configuration embodied the first mention
of two alternately blanked telescopes and a time-shared
data handling system which thus eliminated fly-back
time losses. However, the system did have overlap
losses, as opposed to fly-back, and these amounted
to 13 percent with the best scheme of this type.
Nodding telescope directly scanning the lunar land-
scape without the Interposition of a spherical convex
mirror. This scheme was considered more deslrable
if a plane mirror was nodded instead of the telescope
proper
-38-
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Also considered was a scheme which eliminated both the
convex mirror and the telescope, by use of a nodding concave active
optical element, thus eliminating the need for lenses. All of the
above systems envisioned an angular resolution of 7 x 10 -4 radlans
with 1.4 x 107 image points. It may be seen that the system described
in (3) is approaching the final HRF configuration.
Between May and the end of July, 1961, Informal studies
directed toward optimizing the facslmile configuration continued.
Several systems involving the use of multl-slded flat mirrors in
the top tube assembly were proposed in an effort to reduce fly-back
problems, and to allow scanning the lunar scene wlth pure rotary
motion. It _houi_ be noted that up to this time no detailed system
mechanical configurations had been developed; such as choice of
motor drives, gear ratios, and cam mechanizatlons.
Toward the end of July, 1961, under the HRF contract, a
more detailed photometric analysls led to the discovery of the error
in previous photometric calculatlons. It was demonstrated that an
increase in slgnal-to-nolse ratio at the detector output, by a factor
of 100, would be required for satisfactory system operatlon. Three
alternatlve methods of obtaining this increase were considered:
(I) With the retention of the angular resolution of
.7 x 10 -3 radlans, an increase in objective lens
diameter of the telescope would be made by •
factor of ten. This system would require • varl-
able focus scheme correlated to the instantaneous
vertical view angle, plus the assumption that the
viewed terrain was relatively flat. Neither con-
sideration was attractive.
(2) Again, within the framework of the design objective
angular resolution, a reduction in the total pic=
ture view field could be made. With a fixed mission
time, the data bandwidth could be reduced and re-
duce correspondingly the noise proportional to the
square root of the reduction in total image points.
This solution was clearly inadmissible as an only
means of increasing signal-to=noise ratio.
(3) By decreasing angular resolution and taking advantage
of the relaxed optical tolerances thus afforded, it
is possible to obtain an overall increase in
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signal-to-noise ratio of 100 with only nominal loss
of picture quality. This approach was adopted in the
system evolution because of the powerful (and favorable)
effect on signal-to-noise ratio of the resolution de-
crease. Quantitatively, a decrease in resolution
results in squared increase in light output per image
point (proportional to geometrical area); an allowable
proportional increase in objective diameter while re-
maining in focus (this results in an increase of
sensor light levels proportional to the square of the
resolution decrease); and a reduction in data band-
width requirement due to reduced number of image
points in a fixed eight-hour scan time. To obtain
a factor of 100 increase in signal-to-noise, the
angular resolution was decreased to 1.7 x 10 .3
radians, i.e., a factor of 2.5, which, when raised
to the fifth power results in the needed factor of
100. The use of many-sided mirrors and lure rota-
tion, as well as the limitation to motion only _r_thin
the survival sphere, were precluded by the increase
in size of the telescope objective.
Since photometry (specifically, sufficient light delivered
to the sensor) appeared as the major system problem, the month og
August, 1961, was primarily devoted to studies of various available
sensors and sensor/preamplifier combinations. The basic signal
electronic problem was to design a low-noise transistor preamplifier
capable of working with the high impedance sensors. Instrumentation
was developed to facilitate comparison of various sensor systems,
both in the laboratory and in direct viewing of the moon. The final
choice of the silicon duodiode type of sensor was made at this time
principally because of its higher sensitivity despite the fact that
thermal control of the sensor is required. The CalliumArsenide and
the deep base silicon type sensors, although more tolerant of high
temperatures, were less sensitive and hence less attractive.
Completion of the sensor studies signaled the solution of
the last major functional problem in the HRF configuration. Detailed
system design studies then proceeded and evolved a system with angular
resolution design objective of 1.745 x 10 -3 radians, an objective dia-
meter of 5 millimeters, and a focal length of 8.2 centimeters. Mechanic-
ally, a return was made to thenodding mirror and telescope configuration
primarily for reasons of optical simplicity and because such a
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configuration could be implemented to elimlnate fly-back time losses.
Two telescope-mlrror systems were combined back-to-back_r_thln the top
tube. These systems alternately scanned diametrically opposed portions
of the scene in two vertical sweeps each of eight seconds during the
entire tube assembly was rotated 180 degrees in azimuth durln K the
eight-hour mission time.
In order to confinethe extended assembly to a one*Inch
tube, it was necessary that the vertical and azimuth scans be driven
by separate motors. By September 8, 1961, speclficcholces had been
made for motor and gear box combinations for the two drlve8_ and for
the maJorlty of other purchased systems parts. Detailed design con-
tinued throughout September and October, and fabrication of the HRF
prototype demonstration model occupied October and November, 1961.
Although some small changes in the system were introduced
subsequently, October 26, 1961 was, in effect, the design freeze date
for the demonstration system. This system first functioned as an
entity on December 23, 1961, and the scheduled system demonstration
was successfully conducted on December 28, 1961, completing the HR7
Feasibility program.
Continued system tradeoff studies conducted since April 1962
under Task I of JPL Contract LC-950267 have not resulted in any signi-
ficant changes in the basic design. While a reduced transmitter mini-
mum output power of two watts was adopted at JPL suggestion to assure
a high transmitter reliability, a more detailed analysis of the com-
munications link still indicated a satisfactory margin in signal-to-
noise ratio and phase-lock probability.
An analytical investigation was conducted on the possibility
of payload tip-over due to a misaligned reaction from the explosive
hole-cutter device. Complete removal of the balsa limiter prior to
cutting through the flotation shell was considered as a means of re-
ducing the reaction force. However, the force reduction was not
large and this method adds several series events to the capsule
sequence with a resultant potential loss in reliability. With small
protuberances added to the exterior of the impact limiter to stabilize
the landed sphere on the lunar surface, the tip-over probability on •
reasonable range of expected slopes i8 reduced to a desirable low
level.
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!ACCELERQ_fETERSYSTEM (SUI_EC)
MISSION OBJECTIVES AND DESIGN CRITERIA
I.0 INTRODUCTION
The primary purpose of the Surface Measurement Capsule
(SUI_fEC) ts to obtain representative data on the lurmr surface strength
characteristics at the earliest possible date. The systems and tech-
niques developed in the first five Ranger flights v£11 be fully utilized
in meet£ng this objective.
It will be • design objective to require no changes in the
Ranger RA-3, 4, $ system for delivering • lunar landing sphere. The
landing sphere itself shall utilize Ranger components and techniques
wherever appl£cabte.
Any marslne in weight and volume will first be employed to
ensure the achievement of the primary objective of surface strength
measurement. Only then will add£tion•l scientific experiments, selected
co contribute to the design of manned lunar vehicles, be incorporated
on • strict noninterference basis.
2.0 MZSSXON OBJZCTXVX|
The SUI_fEC lunar rough landlng capsules are planned for •
series of repeated attempts to obtain data on the lunar surface pen_-
craclon resistance and compressive strength at dispersed points over
a significant sampllng area. This data shall be obcalned (1) with de-
flnlclon sufficient Co aid in the design of manned lunar landln s
vehicles, and (2) at • date early enough to be effective in said design.
OCher experiments which expand this primary obJectlva or measure
addltlonal lunar properties shall be Included In this capsulm on • non-
interference basis.
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3.0 DESIGN CRITERIA
Design criteria applicable to the launch vehicle, spacecraft
bus, and Surface Measurement Capsule are described in the followin|
subparagraphs.
3.1 Launch Vehicle and Spacecraft Bus Criterl_
Other than mandatory engineering change orders resultin$
from RA-3, A, $ experience, no changes shall be required for the
SURI4EC mission on either the Atlas and Agena B boosters or the Ranger
RA-3, 4, $ spacecraft bus.
3.2 Capsule Assembly Criteria
The SUI_EC consists of a Landing Sphere Assembly, which impacts
on the lunar surface, and a Retro System Assembly, which includes those
subsystems necessary to slew the Landing Sphere Assembly to an acceptable
impact velocity.
3.2.1 Retro Systsm Assembl X
Other than mandatory engineering change orders resulting from
RA-3, 4, 5 experience, no changes shall be required in the altimeter,
spin motor, retrorocket motor and other subassemblies of the complete
RA-3, 4, $ retrosystem assembly.
3.2.2 Landln& Sphere Assembly
Components and techniques developed for the RA-3, &. $ land-
ing sphere assembly will be employed with _tnimummodification in the
SURI4EC landing sphere assembly wherever applicable.
3.2.2.1 Competlng Characteristics. Competing characteristics shall be
treated in the following order:
(a) Reliability of landing sphere operation on the lunar
sur face.
(b) Correlation o£ data with sctual surface characteristics.
(c) Schedule.
(d) Biological sterility.
(e) Ease of fabrication and producibtlity of systea.
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3.2.2.2
3.2.2.3
(f) Pre-fllght checkout simpllclty and shelf lifetime.
($) Performance of secondary experiments.
Defined Characteristics. Defined characteristics are as follows:
(a) Weight. The weight of the landlng sphere assembly
is fixed at 89.3 pounds by the selected trajectory
and available launch vehicle performance and especlally
by the available impulse of the RA-3, 4, $ retromotor.
This design weight must be maintained to achieve maximum
impact survlval probabillty.
(b) Impact Environment. The RA-3, 4, $ lunar impact environ-
ment specification (Master List of Environmental Re-
qulrements, Section 11, Aeronutronic Publicatlon No. U-902-I,
dated 15 April 1961) shall be used for design purposes.
(c) Effect on Spacecraft Bus and Retroassembly. The inter-
faces between the landing sphere assembly, the retro-
assembly, and the spacecraft bus shall remain as designed
for 1_-3, 4, $.
Reliabillty Philosophy Affectlng Design. Design techniques
employed insofar as posslble to achieve a high rellabillty
shall include the following:
(a) Hinlmlzation of required functions.
(b) Simplification of functions.
(c) Use of proved components.
(d) Use of passive rather than active components.
(e) Arrangement of functions in parallel rather than in series.
(f) KtnimlzaCion of dependence on lunar terrain.
(g) Redundancy.
After all elements of the system are adequately ruggedized,
redundancy shall be employed to the extent permitted within
the weight limitation.
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3.2.2.4 Experimental Philosophy Affecting Design.
(a) Pre-launch Envlronmental Control. The landing sphere
assembly and its co_ponents shall not be subjected
to envlronmentsbeyond flight-acceptance levels, and
the burden of protection from overexposure shaU be
on operators and facilitles rather than on the Isndin 8
sphere assembly itself. Clean, air-condltloned working
areas, special handling fixtures, air transport, electri-
cal overload protection, and other such measures ex-
ternal to the landing sphere assembly shall be used to
the extent practical, and the landing sphere assembly
design shall be based primarily on environments expected
from the time of final mating onward through launching
and flight. Wherever possible, biological sterility
shall be achieved by external measures without the re-
quirement for access into sealed components, so that the
adverse effect of the sterility requirement on equtlment
design, reliability, and schedule is minimized.
(b) Operating Condition at Launch. The design criterion
should be to attain a high mission reliability without
dependence on checkout instrumentation, control, and
correction of deficiencies in the landing sphere assenbly
after completion of assembly. Subsystems must be designed
to maintain operating ability and to hold calibration from
the time o£ assembly to flight. Provisions for checkout
testing after completion of assembly of the landing sphere
shall only be provided to the extent that they can be
demonstrated to increase the net probability of success
for the mission when the added complexity to provide
checkout testing is considered.
Cc) In-flight Failure Detection. Failure detection methods
shall be employed only to the extent that they do not
detract from the reliability of achieving the primary
mission objective.
(d) Function After In-flight Failure. Interdependence between
subsyste_ shall be minimized, but will necessarily exist
to a large extent. The general design criterion is that
no subsystem is required to function after failures of
subsyste_B on which it depends, except insofar as can be
achieved without complicatlng the design or diverting
effort from the main objectives of the flight.
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3.2.2 ..5 Test Philosophy Affecting Design
The objective is to obtain reliability by design rather
than by extensive development. In general, designs
shall not be compromised to accommodate testing. However,
when subsystem acceptance tests are the only way of deter-
minin s readiness for assembly and flight, the design must,
of course, incorporate the necessary test provisions.
Horeover. a test of the complete spacecraft assembly is
considered essential to verify the compatibility between
the capsule and the spacecraft bus.
In system tests, the purpose is primarily to simulate flight
and lunar operation. The burden of simulation shall, as far
as possible, fall on equipment external to the landin s sphere
assembly.
SYSTEMDESIGNCHARACTERISTICS
1.0 OPERATIONALDESCRIPTION
The primary functional operations of the Lunar Surface
Measurement Capsule (S_) include terminal fllght control, retro-
propulslon, seml-rough landlng, survival, event sequencing, power
supply, obtaining surface strength data in the vicinity of the
landlng site, electronlc processing and transmission of the data to
earth, thermal control, and mechanical support,
Upon receipt of a signal from the spacecraft bus at the
terminal end of the fllght the altimeter is deployed and the thermal
radiation shleld retracted. When the altlmeter detects that the
spacecraft is at fuzing altltude, the retromotor and landlng sphere
assembly is freed from the bus. The solld propellant spin rocket
motor imparts rotation about the longltudlnal axis for attitude
stabillzatlon, followed by a retro-lmpulse from the solld propellant
retrorocket motor to reduce the descent veloclty to zero at a speci-
fied altltude above the lunar surface. The high acceleration of the
retromotor switches on the payload electronlcs. After retrorocket
burnout, the spent motorcase is separated from the landlng sphere.
To survive the seml-rough landlng from the free fall, the instrument
package (called the payload) is protected by an envelope of crushable
shock-absorblngmaterial capable of llmltlng the landln$ deceleratlon
and absorbln$ the impact energy.
Following impact and renoval of the outer impact l£miter
material, the spherical inner payload establishes its alignment with
the local vertical. A shell cutter produces a hole in the flotation-
fluid shell through which the antenna is erected; The stored ac-
celeration data from the lunar impact are then transmitted to earth.
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Sensor spheres are deployed at spaced intervals and the resulting impact
acceleration data are transmitted to earth in both real and delayed time.
As secondary experiments, penetrometer data and acoustic reflection data
are •1so transmitted.
2.0 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION (FIGURES 2-1 THROUGH 2-3)
An Atlas flrst-stage booster, Agena-B second stage, and Ranger
RA-3, 4, 5 spacecraft bus are utilized to deliver the SURMEC. The basic
configuration of the SURMEC consists of the payload cushioned in •
spherical impact llmlter and mounted to the forward end of the solld
propellant retrorocket motor, which in turn is mounted to the bus through
the motor support structure. A cylindrlcal radiation shield of flexlble
laminated materlal surrounds this assembly. The spin rocket motor is
attached to a plug rlgldly supported in the retronozzle throat, and the
altimeter assembly is mounted on the top of the bus hexagonal frame.
The capsule assembly is capped by the bus-controlled omni-dlrectlonab
antenna.
Two separation clamps with appropriate exploslve bolt cutters
are to be used to temporarily bond equipment together. The upper one
holds the landlns sphere assembly to the retromotor, and in a small
cavity located between these two is the power and sequencing assembly
(P&SA) conCalnln8 the pre-lmpact timing mechanism. The lower clamp binds
the retromotor to the motor support structure. The motor support structure
is attached to the top of the bus hexagonal frame and provides accurate
bus/capsule alignment. Located •round the periphery of the landing sphere/
retromotor lnterf•ce are damping devices which limit the motions produced
by vibrational excitations. The lower end of the radiation shield is
tied to the base of the reCrosupport structure. The shield is held under
tension by retractors attached to its opposite end along with ties at-
tached to the o:nt antenna separation clamp. The altimeter and its
support and deployment mechanism are located outside of, and at the base
of, the shield envelope. The altimeter support structure is clamped
firmly to the bus.
The impact llmlter surrounding the payload is designed for
exploslve removal from the f10tation sphere. Within the flotatlon-fluld
shell is the payload sphere suspended at neutral buoyancy in flotaClon
fluid. The center of gravity of the sphere is located below the center
of buoyancy so that after impact the payload erects and self-aligns with
the local vertlcal. A caglngmechanlsm is located on the bottom of the
outside surface of the payload sphere for caging the payload from the
time of flnal assembly until Just prior to impact. An explosive shell-
• _._.
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cutter is located on the erected payload sphere and is positioned to
fire upward for removal of the upper portion of the flotation shell.
The inflatable antenna and the accelerometer sensor spheres are po-
sitioned for deployment through this opening. The payload structure
also contains the required sensor deployment mechanlsms, signal elec-
tronics, data storage unit, 960 mc telemetry transmitter, power supply,
post-impact timer, inertia switches, water tanks for evaporative cooUns,
thermal control valve, penetrometer, geophone, and a fixed backup antenna.
3.O SEQUENCES
3.1 General Description
3.1.1 Operational Hodes
3.1.I. 1 Launch
When launch acceleraelon exceeds 58 for 1.5 seconds a switch
arms the P&SA in the retrosystemassembly. This armln s
procedure is inserted as a safety feature to Isolate the
P&SA power supply from the rochetmotor squib circuitry
until after launch.
3.1.1.2 Descent
Completion of the spacecraft terminal maneuver allSns
the capsule assembly roll axis with the predicted re-
lative velocity vector. At approximately 40 minutes
prior to impact • cou_nand sisnal, which is timed and
powered from the bus, fires a b: :utter which releases
the altimeter and Its parabolic _:_enna from the stowed
poslcion so that the boreslghc of the antenna is aligned
parallel to the capsule roll axis. Following this tha
bus releases a clamp and the omui-directional antenna Is
deployed away from the capsule by means of a boom. This
also releases the radiation shield retraction mechanism
so that the flexible shield collapses to the base of the
retromotor support structure.
At approximately 60 seconds before unbraked impact the
bus again provides power to actuate a svitch which turns
on the altimeter. Thls turn-on allows for a IS-second
warmup tlme and a 25-second uncertainty tlme in bus Impact
prior to 180,000 feet altitude (20.6 seconds before bus
impact). At fuzln s altitude (approximately 70,000 feet)
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3.1.1.3
the altimeter closes a relay which in turn connects
bus power to four redundant lower separation clamp
bolt cutters on the retromotor support structure.
Simultaneously, bus power fires two parallel squib
switches which activate the P&SA.
The P&SA contains three electrical timers which are
started simultaneously. The first of these is • spin
motor timer which provides a nominal delay of 215
milliseconds. The delay of spin motor ignition is 20
milliseconds. Lover bound tolerances assure that the
spin motor ignition always occurs after clamp opening.
Spin motor burning time does not exceed 1.3 seconds.
The second P&SA timer accomplishes firing of the retro-
motor. The nominal delay (from altimeter fuzing) of
this circuit is 2 seconds and varies up to + 0.3 seconds
depending upon the measured mean temperature of the pro-
pellant. The retromotor burns for about 9.6 seconds.
Nominal burnout altitude is 1,000 feet at which time the
descent velocity is nominally zero. The dispersions in
burnout altitude •re such that burnout occurs prior to
impact for approximately 99 percent of the cases.
The third PbSA timer is used to fire two upper clamp
bolt cutters which separate the empty retromotor case
from the landing sphere. It has a nominal delay of 12.$
seconds after P&SA initiation.
Post Inq_act
In order to initiate the remaining sequence of functions,
two separate timer and inertia switch assemblies are re-
quired. One is located in the payload and the other within
the impact limiter. A squib switch in the impact linLtter
is closed during retrobraking when the 25g inertia switch
is closed for more than 1 second. This activates the timer
which after 3 minutes provides a signal to remove the
impact ll_tter.
A squib switch in the payload is closed during retrobraking
when • 25g inertia swLtch is closed for more than 1 second.
This switch initiates (with essentially no delay) pre-impact
uncaging, turns on the payload electronics, and also acti-
vates • sequence timer which:
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(a) After 13 minutes fires the penetrometer,
which also serves to vent the flotation
fluld and coolant system, and fires the
shell cutter device which removes the upper
portion of the flotatlon fluid shell, per-
mitring the inflatable antenna to erect.
(b) A£ter 28 minutes initiates data transmission
£ro_ the data storage unit (failure of the
hlgh-gain antenna to erect leaves the trans-
mitter coupled to the fixed backup antenna
and data readout see at a low level).
(c) After 29 minutes fires the release device to
launch the first acceleromeeer sensor sphere,
whose impact data is ttansmitted in real tiue
as well as stored.
(d) After 30minutes and again after 31 minutes
transmits the data in the data itorale unit.
(e) After 32 minutes and at 8ucceedin 8 3 minute
intervals repeats the cycle of (d) and (e)
above with each of the remainin I accelerometer
sensor spheres.
(f) After launch of the last sphere, continues to
transmit the data contained in the data storale
unit at one-minute intervals until expiration
of the power supply.
3.1.2 Tabular Resume
The sequential events which occur durin$ the terminal and
post-impact phases are summarised in Table 3.1,2.-1 and illustrated
in Fisure 3.1.2-1.
3.1,3 Peripheral Support
In order to satisfactorily complete all events it Is necessary
for the bus to:
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TABLE 3.1.2-1
TERMINAL AND POST-L_PACT SEQUENCVOF EVENTS
Nomlnal Time
TI* - 40 mtn
T l - 60 8ec
T1 - 45 see
T1 - 8.1 8ec = T2
T2 + 6 msec
T2 + 175 meec
T2 + 221 :sec
T2+2 sec
T 2
T2 + 11.6 sec
T2 + 12.5 8ec
T 2 + 32 sec
T 3 + 3 uLtn
T3 + 3 to 13 mln
Event:
Deploy altimeter
Deploy omnt antenna
Retract radiation shield
Turn on altimeter
Altimeter warmed up
Fuzing altltude
Fire P&SA squib switches
Fire lover clamp bolt cutters
Start P&SA timers
Lover clamp separation completed
Slgnal splnmotor ignition
Start retromotor tsnttlon
+ 5.2 sec = T3 . Start post-tu_act timer
Pre-tmpact uncagtn 8
Turn on Fayload electronics
Start impact ltmiter timer
Retromotor burnout
Upper clamp separatloa
Landlns sphere impact
Remove impact llmtter
Erect to verClcal
Initiated by
bus.
bus
o
Altlmeter
Squib switches
P&SA timer
P&SA timer
Payload 25g switch
Limlter 25g switch
o
P&SA
Llmlter timer
Post-lmpact timer
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Nominal Time
T 3 + 13 min
T3 + 13 to 28 min
T 3 ÷ 28 min
T 3 + 29 mtn
T 3 + 30 :in
T 3 + 31 mtn
T 3 + 32 rain
TABLE 3.1.2-1 (Contlnued)
Even__.._t
Activate shell cutter
Deploy penetrometer, store data
Erect High-galn antenna
DSIF acquisition
Transmit stored data (uses
fixed antenna and low date
rate if high-gain antenna
has not erected)
Launch first sensor sphere
Transmit data, real time
Store data
Ret:_=smlt stored data
Retransmit stored data
Repeat cycle of launch-transmit-
8tore-retransmtt at 3 mtn intervals
Repeat last data transmission to
end of battery life
*T I is the time of bus unbraked impact.
Initiated b_
Post-impact timer
Q
Post-impact timer
Post-impact timer
Post-impact timer
Post-impact timer
Post-impact timer
Post-impact timer
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(a) Allgn the capsule assembly roll axis with
the predicted relatlve veloclty vector
(b) Provide command signals which are both timed
and powered from the bus to:
(1) Release the altimeter deployment.mechanism
(2) Release theomnl-dlrectlonal antenna and
radiation shield
(3) Actuate a thermal switch to turn on the
altimeter
(c) Provide power to:
(1) Activate the four bolt cutters on the lover
separation clamp, and
(2) Activate t_wo squib switches which start the
P&SA timers.
3.1.3.2 Capsule
Other than those operations mentioned above which require
bus energy, all timers, inertia and squib switches, power
supplies, pyrotechnic and propulsion systems required to
adequately perform the sequencing operations will be supplied
by either the SURldEC retrosystem assembly or landing sphere
assembly.
3.2 Engineerin a Data
3.2.1 Commands
After release from the spacecraft bus, that portion of the cap-
sule assembly which undergoes the retromaneuver is autonomous, requirin&
no additional command inputs to perform its assigned functions. Sub-
sequent major events are conducted sequentially by series and parallel
timing mechanisms in the P&SA and within the landing sphere assembly.
3.2.2 Heasurements (excluding the scientific experiment)
3.2.2.1 Retrosystem Assembly
When the altimeter is fully deployed an electrical
microswitch on the altimeter support structure is
-$9-
3.2.2.2
closed, which provides a signal to the bus telemetry
system confirmin 8 this event. Also, during altimeter
operation a means of generating adc slgnal that 18
indicative of the reflected power received by the
altlmeter is provided to the bus for the purpose of
telemetering this information to earth. The bus also
monitors the altimeter fuzing signal and spin motor
separation from the spacecraft.
Landlns Sphere Assembl 7
The payload transmitter coupled to the fixed antenna 18
activated Just prior to impact. I_medlate signal
acquisition by DSIF would permit a gross detection of
failure during impact. After impact, the transmitted
signal characteristics will also be altered slgnlflcantly
during removal of the impact llmiter. Yailure of the
hlgh-galn antenna to erect for any reason will be de-
tectlble by a continued low-level signal and the reduced
race of data transmission. Other direct post-impact
failure detection is limited to monitorin$ the internal
thermal environment. The voltage controlled oscillator
that controls the data subcerrier and the crystal con-
trolled oscillator that controls the carrier ere both
temperature sensitive and are calibrated prior to launch.
Detectionof failure modes other than these must be in-
directly deduced from a relative diagnosis of signal
magnitude and content.
4.0 PERFORMANCE CHARACTEKISTIC|
4.1 Flight Control
4.1.1 General
After bus initiation of the terminal sequence the retrosystem
Bssembly, with the aid of those inputs from the bus described in 3.1.3.1,
delivers the landlng sphere assembly co a nominal altitude of 1,000 feet
above the lunar surface at zero descent veloclty. There shall be no
electrical connectlons between the landln$ sphere assembly and the retro-
system assembly.
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4.1.2 Altimeter
A radio altimeter is required which radiates energy to •nd
receives its own reflected radiation from the lunar surface for the
purpose of determining when the bus bas reached the correct •ltitude
for separation of the lunar c•psule. The altimeter shall be the only
means for initiating this sep•ratton from the bus. A means of generat£n|
adc signal which is indicative of the received reflected energy viii be
provided for the purpose of telemetering this information to earth. The
altimeter shall be capable of being deployed from a stowed position to
point at the lunar surface along the spacecraft roll axis. Although the
altimeter is deployed and activated by command from the bus, it shall
contain its own power supply,
4.1.3 Spin Rocket Hotor
A solid propellant spin motor assembly is required to develop
and deliver axial rotation to stabilize the retromotor/landing sphere
assembly. Its exhaust nozzles will be canted to deliver • forward impulse
to the assembly as well as torque. Spin motor ignition is initiated by
a command from the P&SA.
4.1.4 Retrorocket Motor
A solid propellant retromotor assembly shall be capable of
braking the total landing sphere weight from the nominal bus impact
velocity. This velocity is completely removed at • nominal altitude of
1,000 feet above the lunar surface. Retromotor ignition is initiated by
a command from the P&SA.
4.1.$ Power and Sequencins Assembly (P&SA)
The P&SA is required to initiate and control the timin E of
sequential events prior to impact. Its operation is initiated by the
altimeter fuzing signal. It shall contain its own source of power.
4.1.6 Separation System
Two clamps are used to temporarily mate the landing sphere to
the retromotor and the retromotor to its support structure. Lower clamp
separation is initiated by the _ltimeter fuzing signal_ and upper clamp
separation is initiated by the P&_.
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4.1.7 Support Structure
A support structure capable of sopporting the weight of
the entire capsule assembly under all prelaunch, boost and transit
environmental conditions must be provided. The structure shaU also
contain all necessary wiring, a mechanism for attachment to and release
of the retromotor, and must be compatible with the bus structure.
4.2 Post-lmpact Operations
4.2.1 Erection Method
The payload is floated at neutral buoyancy within the
impact limiter. Its center of gravity shall be offset from the center
of buoyancy so that the payload axis will be aligned with the local
vertical after Impact.
4.2.2 Shell Cutter Mechanisq
Subsequent to erectlon, a shell cutting mechanism shall remove
the upper portion of the flotation shell. This hole shall be of suffi-
cient diameter to allow the hlgh-galn antenna and accelerometer sensor
spheres to be deployed through it.
4.2.3 Antenna Deployment Mechanism
Subsequent to shell cutting, the high-gain antenna must be
permanently deployed by the deployment mechanism.
4.2.4 Sensor Sphere Deployment Mechanisms
Launcher mechanisms shall be capable of deploying the accelero°
meter sensor spheres a nominal distance of 150 feet from the payload
assembly by way of a high-loft trajectory.
4.2.$ Penetrometer Deployment Mechanis_.
The penetrometer deployment mechanism shall be capable of
driving the penetrometer vertically dowmaard through the flotation shell
and into contact with the lunar surface at high velocity. Reaction
forces on the payload assembly shall be held to a minimum. The deploy-
ment mechanism shall also serve to case the payload within the flo-
. tation shell.
i
i
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4.3 Communication
4.3.1 Antennas
4.3.1.1 High-Galn Antenna
The inflatable hlgh-galn antenna shall be capable of
pneumatic inflation and shall approximate omni-
directional coverage over a hemisphere for data
transmission.
4.3.1.2 Fixed Antenna
The fixed back-up antenna shall approximate omni-
directional coverage over a hemisphere for data
transmission.
4.3.2 Transmitter
The L-band transmitter located within the payload operates
at approximately 960 mc and shall have a power output of not less than
2 w and an information bandwidth of not less than 85 cps.
4.3.3 Data Storage Unit
The data storage unlc shall be capable of sustained retention
and repeated readout of a minimum of 1200 blts of data.
4.4 Scientific Experiments
4.4.1 Impact AcceleratlonData
The accelerometer sensor spheres shall be capable of obta£nlns
accurate acceleration versus time data during their impact on the lunar
surface following launch from the payload assembly. The sensors shall
have omnl-dlrectlonal sensing capability. Data of definitive quality shall
be obtained for surfaces ranging frc_very soft unconsolidated material.
so that a bearing pressure of 10 psi will allow penetrations up to I foot.
to consolidated materials having compressive strengths of up to 500 psi.
Surface strengths beyond 500 psi shall be indicated but not necessarily
measured.
4.4.2 Penetrometer Data
The penetrometer shall be capable of obtaining accurate ac-
celeration versus time data during its penetration of the lunar surface.
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The sensing capability need only be unidirectional.
4.4.3 Acoustic Reflection Data
The 8eophone shall be capable of obtaining ampiitude versus
time data from the sound transmltced through the lunar surface material
from the impacting acceleraneter spheres or from detonation of a small
charge. The mechanization of this secondary experiment is to be re-
commended by JFL.
4.5 Environmental Control
4.5.1 Impact Limiter
The impact llmiter shall be capable of protecting the payload
from damage after a lunar gravity free-fall of nominally 1,000 feet vlth
no initial velocity. The impact llmlter shall remain intact after the
fall but be capable of explosive removal.
4.$.2 Thermal Controls
Passive temperature control shall be provided to insure mission
success under direct solar radiation. A radiation shield shall contri-
bute to this protection during earth-to-moon transit, and a rater boil-off
thermal control system contained within the payload sphere shall maintain
allowable payload temperatures during lunar operation.
/
t
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SYSTEM DESIGN RESTRAINTS
1.0 _IRO_4ENT
The capsule components must be desia_ed to survive and operate
satisfactorily through the environmental stages listed in Table l-l,
These are designated as:
(a) Condition Z: ground hsndlin 8 through iunar flight
(b) Condition II: ground handling through spin-up
(c) Condition III: ground handling through retrothrust
(d) Condition IV: ground handling through impact and
lunar operatic_
The expected enviromnental levels are listed in Tables 1-2 through 1-5.
2.0 VEHICLES
2.1 General
2.1.1
The total weight of the capsule system shall not exceed 333
pounds.
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TABIZ 1-1
Condition Events Major Equipmnt
II
III
IV
Ground handling
Launch and
Lunar flisht
Condition I plus
Spacecraft Separation and
Spin-up
Condition II plus
Retrothrust
Condition III plus
Impact and Lunar
Operation
Altimeter and support and
deployment mechanism
Radiation shield and
retraction mechanism
Lower separation clmnp
Retromotor support structure
Wiring harness and Junction
box
Spin motor
PaS£
Vibration dampers
Upper separation clamp
Re tromo tot
Landtn8 sphere
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TABLI 1-2
VIBRATION ENVIRONMENT
(Applies to all Defined Conditions)
StuusotdaL White Noise
Thrust Axis
Magnitude _ 3 '_ _ 2.58 7.58**
Bandwidth, cps 1-2 2-40 15-I500
Duration 8 min; COSR_ 6 see
Pltch Axis
HagntCude _ 3" ± 1.25l 3.755
Bandwidth, cps 1-2 2-40 15-1500
Duration 8 uin; COSt*** 12 aec
YavAxis
Hasnituds _ 3" _ 1.258 3.758
Bandwidth, cp8 1-2 2-40 15-1500
Duration 8 sin; COS]_v** 12 sec
* Where "+" is shown, pe_ values are implied.
** Where "+" is not shown, ru_ values are implied.
*** Constant Octave S_eep Rate
Combined
Sine Noise
55 2.25S 2.25S
15-1500 40-1500 15-1500
3 min 3 times, 2 min each;
COSR for sinusoid
2.25g 1.125S 1.125S
15-150040-1500 15-1500
3 elan 3 times, 2 u_tn each;
COSR for stnusoid
2.255 1.125S 1.1255
15-1500 40-1500 15-1500
3 min 3 times, 2 e_tn each;
COSR for sinusotd
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TABLS 1-3
_[RUST-GEI_RA_D ACCELERATIOH.Ah'D SPIH EHVIROI_I_
Condition I
Thrust Axis
Yaw and Pitch Axes
Condition iX
Ih_st Axis
Yaw and Pitch Axes
Linear Acceleration (_
Angular
Acce lerat ion
(r#d/sec 2)
Spin Rate
+7. -1 - -
+.2 - -
+ 7, " 2 30 287
+ 2 o o
,ram,
Conditions lll. IV
Thrust Axis
Yaw and Pitch Axes
+ 65, " 2 30 287
+2 " -
em
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TABI3 1-4
IMPULSIVE SHOCKENVIRON_NT
.Amplitude* Ih_rattou
Condition I, II, IIZ
Thrust Axi8
Yaw and Pitch Axes
20g peak 3 mllUeee
68 peak 3 mtllieee
Condition IV (any direction)
i • i
* 1/2 sine wave
3,000g peak 4 millIse¢
(Integral up to 200 ftleec)
TABLI Io5
TEMPERATURK, PRESSUR3AND HUMIDITY ENVIROhMZHT
PreIJUra
Temperature (°F) (m 1_)
Humidity
(7. Jm)
Condition I, II, Ill
Pre-launch
Space flisht
Condition IV
+ 20 to + 125 pule 774
solar radiation
Direct solar radiation 0
where exposed; radi-
ation co 0°1 where
shaded.
+ 260umc lO
12
100
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2.1.2 Center of Gravity
The center of gravity of the entire capsule system as installed
(altlmeter in stowed position) on the bus shall lle within 30 inches of the
bus/capsule support structure interface. The mlsallgnment of the thrust
axis of the rocket motor and the bus longltudlnal axis (as defined by the
bolt clrcle surface) shall not exceed 0.1 degree. The center of gravity
of the separated capsule assembly shall not be dlsplaced more than 0.03 inch
from the nominal retrothrust axis.
2.2 Power System
2.2.1 Power and Sequencing Assembly
A sealed batter pack ie to be used as the sole source of power
for the pre-impact sequencing unit and must be small enough to be com-
pletely contained with the P&SA unit. It shall provide for an operatin E
period of 16.5 seconds. At no time during operation shall the open cir-
cuit voltage be greater than 28 volts nor the terminal voltage less than
14 volts. It shall be capable of providing a continuous current drain of
30 milliamperes plus three (non-simultaneous) current pulses: two 3-ampere
pulses each of 1 second duration and one 4-ampere pulse of 100 milliseconds
duration. The battery pack should berechargeable through five cycles.
2.2.2 Altimeter
A power supply, including a sealed battery pack, converters and
regulators shall be an integral part of the altimeter system. It shall
provide for an operating tlme of two minutes. At no time during opera-
tion shall terminal voltage be less than six volts nor more than nine
volts. It shall be capable of providing a maximum peak current drain
of five amperes. The battery pack should be rechargeable through five
charge/recharge cycles.
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2.2.3 Landin S Sphere
A sealed battery pack shall be located in and used as the sole
source of power for the payload.
2.3 Fllght Control
2.3.1 ReCrorocket Motor
The retrorocket motor is required to serve as the brakin s
device for a vehlcle weighing approxlmately 308 pounds Includlng the
motor weight. The motor with suitable attach devices shall serve as
a primary structural member of the capsule system in such a way as to
permit separation from the spacecraft structure and separation from
the landing sphere assembly. The retromoCor shall decelerate the
landing sphere in gravlty-free vacuum space by approxlmately 8816 feet
per second and shall provide reasonable assurance that burnout wlU
occur at an altlcude between 0 and 2000 feet above the lunar surface.
The motor shall be of nearly synunetrlcal configuration so Chat a con-
dition of dynamic balance may be achieved. The motor shall support
the approximately 93-pound weight of the landlng sphere plus attachlngs
mounted along the thrust axis on the head end of the motor. The recto-
motor shall also serve as the structural support for the spin systma
in such a way as to permit Jettisoning of the spin system during retro-
motor ignition.
2.3.2 Spin Rocket Motor
The spin motor assembly shall be required Co develop and
deliver to the retromotor/landtng sphere assembly a torque to accelerate
this assembly to a spin race of approximately 285 rpm. The spin axis
is to be coincident with the reCromotor thrust axis. The torque vector
shall not be misaligned from the retrorockeC centerline by more than
0.010 radians. The spin motor is to be mounted so chat the spent motor
case can be Jettisoned shortly after retromocor ignition. The spin unit
ignition shall be sequenced by a signal from the P&SA. The unit must
ignite promptly and rellably upon receipt of the signal with a desired
minimum probabillty of ignition of 0.995. It shall be of symmetrlcal
configuration so chat a condition of dynamic balance may be achieved.
2.3.3 Support and Separation
The support and separation assembly serves as the prlmary
structural member for transmittlns loads from the bus to the capsule.
The forward end of the support assembly is attached to the rocket motor
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case continuously about the circumference of the case. Separation
must occur at this plane on receipt of a cow, hand signal from the
altimeter assembly. The misalignment of the bus longitudinal axis
(as defined by the bolt-circle of the bus) and the thrust axis of the
rocket motor shall not exceed 0.1 degree. Exposure to the launch en-
vironment shall not produce an additional mtsalignment which exceeds
0. I degree. The complete separation process shall not produce •
capsule angular rate which exceeds 0.04 radlan/sec.
2.3.4 Altimeter
Erection of the altimeter shall be accomplished in no tees
than 5.2 seconds. The delay between the bus-generated commands for
deployment of the altimeter and the omni-antenna shall be no tess
than $ seconds. The antenna is to be erected at the beginning of
spacecraft terminal maneuver (one hour before landing). The erection
mechanism will attach to the bus structure. When the antenna is in the
operating position it will project over the side of the bus, and Its
beam axis must be parallel to the roll axis of the spacecraft. The
antenna beam axis shall be within 0.25 degree of normal to a reference
plane defined by three points on the antenna structure.
The altimeter is to start operation upon receipt of a command
signal and deliver a single output signal (designated "fuzing signal")
at a prescribed altitude (designated "fuzing altitude"). The altimeter
will not be separated from the bus. The altimeter shall start within I
second after receiving a start signal voltage step of 18 to 30volts.
The altimeter shall not cause any interference wlth other r-f equipment
on the bus operating in the vicinity of 890 and 960 mc. The altimeter
is to be started st • time before bus impact such that warm-up wit1 be
complete at an attitude of not lees than 180,000 feet. The pulse re-
petition frequency shall be between 500 and 600 pps, and warm-up time
shall not exceed 15 seconds. To prevent false fuzing under these con-
ditions, warm-up shall not begin at an altitude in excess of 820,000
feet. During the time of operation of the altimeter the approach
velocity to the moon will be between 8400 and 9400 feet per second.
The fuzing altitude shall be set at a point between 61,800 and 81,800
feet. The altimeter shaU provide a range resolution accuracy such
Chat the cumulative errors from all effects (range measurement, antenna
boresighting errors, svitching time, etc.) shall result in • measure-
ment error o£ no greater than 500 feet at the fusing altitude. The
altimeter shall operate and shall be capable of delivering a fuzing si_tal
for a period of not less than 120 seconds following warm-up. The alti-
meter shall have a probability of false fuzing, from n_ximum starting
altitude, of not greater than one percent.
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2.3.5 Impact Ltmiter
The impact limlter shall be nominally transparent to radio
frequency energy. It shall be adequate to sustain impact normal with
the lunar surface at velocities up to 200 feet per second. An
interconnect member, adequate to attach the sphere to the retromotor
throughout the flight environment shall be attached at one end
(along the thrust axis) and shall provide a means of separating the
landing sphere from the rocket after rocket motor burnout. A similar
clamp device and attach fitting shall be provided on the opposite end,
along the thrust axis to support the spacecraft omni-antenna.
2.3.6 P&SA
The P&SA shall consist of equipment and circuitry for se-
quencing the terminal events Just prior to lunar impact. It shall
possess a means for isolating the battery supply from the timers and
squib circuits until after launch acceleration exceeds a nominal value
of 58 for 1.5 seconds. The sequencing unit and the batteries shall be
self-contained.
I
I
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3.0 SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS
Operation of the accelerometer sensor spheres shall be com-
patible with the surface characteristics listed in Table 3-1.
4.0 COMMUNICATIONS
4.1 Antenna
The data from the experiments are to be transmitted from the
moon to DSIF. The antenna shall be compatible with communication
angles of from 0 to 45 degrees. (The communication angle is defined
as the angle between the earth-moon line and the lunar local vertical,)
4.2 Transmitter
Subsequent to mounting the capsule on the bus the transmitter
shall not be operative until after retro-ignition. The carrier shall
be 960 mc in the L-band and shall be phase modulated. If subcarriers
are employed, they shall be standard IRIG channels,
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TABI_ 3-1
LUNAR SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS
Particle size: Smooth areas of the lunar surface at a scale of
the spacecraft or less consists of granular material, perhaps
loosely sintered in parts, of grain size range 1-300 microns.
Insulation properties: The material is highly insulating
(K P C = 10 -6 in CGS units where K = thermal conductivity,
P = density, and C = specific heat of the material).
Underlying layer: Underlying the surface material or perhaps
exposed on the surface at places will be rock.
Bearing Strength: In areas of unconsolidated material, a bearing
pressure of ten psi will cause depressions of no more than one
foot. Exposed rock will have compressive strengths ranging from
4,000 to 25,000 psi.
Hardness: For the purpose of surface penetration, the underlyin s
or exposed rock described in C and D may be assumed to have an
indentation hardness as high as seven on the Hoh scale.
Slopes: Slope conditions averaged over distances on a large scale
may be assumed not to exceed 15 ° . However, local slope conditions,
on the scale of the spacecraft, may exceed this value.
Protuberances: Surface protuberances in an area of comparable
dimensions to the spacecraft may be assumed not to exceed ten
centimeters.
Q
j lJ
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I5.0 OPERATIONS AND TEST PLAN (EFFECT ON CAPSULE DESIGN)
The landing sphere assembly design shall be based primarily
on environments expected from the time of final mating onward through
launching and flight. Its components shall not be subjected to
environments beyond fllght-acceptance levels, and the burden of pro*
tectlon from overexposure shall be on operators and facilltles rather
than on the landing sphere assembly itself.
High mission reliability must be attained without dependence
on checkout instrumentation, control, and correction of deficlenele8
in the landing sphere assembly after completion of assembly. Sub-
systems must be designed to maintain operating ability and to hold
calibration from the time of assembly to fllght.
Except for gross system checkout and tests to verify the
compatibility between the capsule and the spacecraft bus, design con-
straints do not permit testing, trouble shooting nor component re-
placement beyond final assembly.
All elements of deliverable capsules which can be tested non-
destructively must pass acceptance tests. Acceptance tests are environ-
mental and functional tests of the specific components, subsystems and
systems which are scheduled for flight. These tests demonstrate that
the flight units satisfy the designs and speciflcatlona.
6.0 PACKAGING AND WIRING
All electrical, electronic, and electromechanical parts in
the capsule will be procured to Minuteman, Space Parts Working Croup.
or equivalent Aeronutronic-generated high reliability specifications.
To the extent practicable modular scheme of packaging of electronic
equipment shall be used. The external wiring system for the capsule
is used for transmission of electrical signals for controlling terminal
events prior to lunar impact. A portion of the system shall also be
used to provide telemetry information to the bus telemetry system.
7.0 STERILIZATION
Direct action shall be taken to deliver the capsule system
in a bacteriologically sterile condition. To do this, all feasible
and reasonable engineering precautions shall be exercised by subJectin s
the various system elements to one or more of the following:
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(a) heat-soaklng components and subassemblies e_
257 degrees F for 24 hours,
(b) using sporlcidal resin systems,
(o) uslnS liquid sterilizing additives to non-metalllc
components,
(d) using surface sterilizing asents during lnterfacin 8
operations, or
(e) exposing to ethylene oxide/Fresh 12 gas mixture,
and conducting assembly operations, where required, in a sterile
environment.
8.0 IlrfEItFACI PIe3BLEHS
Mechanical mating of the capsule system to the bus is limited
to the landing sphere/JPL omni-antenna interface, the retrosupport
structure/bus interface, and the altimeter/bus interface. These opera-
tions shall be accomplished within tolerances which Conform to sections
2.1.2, 2.3.3, and 2.3.4. The design of the capsule should be such that
it will not interfere with tht shroud envelope.
A Junction box capable of exchanging ell signals necessary
to meet the capsule/bus electrical interface shall be provided.
• " Jk
J
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EVOLUTION OF SYSTEM DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
1.0 MISSION OBJECTIVES AND GROUND RULES
When the Apollo manned mission to the moon was elevated to
a position of hlgh national priority with the ambitious objective of
getting a man to the moon and returned during the 1960's, it became
strlkingly apparent that more detailed information was required on the
characteristics of the lunar surface. The predictions of the lunar
surface characteristics based on the measer scientific data +available
varied from fiat, smooth surfaces to rocky crass and deep crevasses, and
fro= hard rock-llke material to deep layers of fluffy dust. The iandins
devices of an Apollo vehicle des/Shed for the worst surface condition
would easily claim over 50 percent of the aIlovable payload veisht. For
a more favorabte landing surface, the landing sear could likely be re-
duced to leso than five percent of the paytoad. Moreover, many millions
of dollars and months of delay could be saved by designing to a more
definitely known set of tuner surface characteristics rather than for
all possible conditions.
In the U. S. space program, the only operation space vehicle
system capable of dellverlng payloads to the moon durims the 1961 to
1964 time period is the Ranger system. The Ranger utilizes the weU-
proved Atlas booster and Agena B upper stage. The Ranger Spacecraft
mounted on the Asena B is capable of delivering payloads to the vicinity
of the moon on an impact course. By late 1961, the development of a
seml-hard-landlng capsule capable of placlns a payload of instruments
on the lunar surface was _11 advanced to the point of having a high
degree of confidence in its successful operation. A sensitive seimno-
meter developed by3PLW as assigned as the first instrument to be landed
by this capsule.
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The question then raised was whether this same Ranger payload
delivery system, already well along in development, could place other
instruments on the moon capable of obtaining data in the two categories
specified as most urgently needed for the Apollo vehicle design effort:
(1) Detailed surface topography
(2) Surface strength properties
A unique high-resolution facsimile approach to obtaining data in surface
topography has evolved and has been designated the Lunar Surface Photo-
reconnaissance Capsule (LSPC). The LSPC is completely compatible with
the Ranger delivery system and requires modification only to the instru-
ment compartlnent. The objective which remained was to obtain detailed
surface strength properties. This was the mission specified for the
Lunar Surface Measurement Capsule (SURNEC).
2.0 DISPERSED SAMPLING
With a payload established safely on the moon via the Ranger
system, the problem remains to do meaningful surface testing. To confine
such surface testing to that point where the Lunar capsule comes to rest
would give very limited, perhaps misleading, information. For example,
the capsule could stop on a small localized formation with properties in
no way typical of the surrounding terrain. There is also the possibility
that the surface characterisitics could be materially influenced by the
presence of the capsule itself. Hence, it was concluded that the lunar
surface must be tested at a number of locations over as wide an area as
possible. A number of studies were initiated of various creeper, crawler,
walker, roller, and other types of vehicles for traversing the lunar
terrain. Such vehicles did not prove compatible with the rather small
allowable payload sphere of less than twelve inches in diameter in the
Ranger system. To be capable of traversing any large-scale surface irregu-
larities, such vehicles would have to be unfolded or inflated manyfold.
Within the total allowable payload weight of less than 40 pounds all such
"expandable" roving vehicle designs appear too flimsy to withstand any of
the tumbling or impact which might be encountered while traversing the
lunar terrain.
In other areas of locomotion, the '_ullers" end '_oppers"
indicated improved chances of moving about on almost any type of terrain,
The puller vehicle could project an anchor ahead of it and then reel
itself toward the anchor. However, such a vehicle still has a fair.chance
of becoming Janned on a rough and irregular terrain. The rocket-propelled
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hopper is probably most independent of the terrain in that its reaction
force is completely independent of the nature of the surface and would
tend to propel the capsule even though it be burrled beneath a layer of
dust or lodged in the bottom of a fissure. Preliminary design effort
was initiated on such a hopping vehicle, but this effort soon bogged down
in rapidly multlplying mechanical design problems. For example, the
capsule would have to be erected to the vertical at the end of aach
hop to properly allgn the rocket motor or motors for the next flrln 8.
The flotatlon fluld employed in the Selsmometer Capsule could not be
readily employed as an erection mechanism because of a hole in the outer
sphere must be provided to permit exhaust of the rocket Jet. Multl-
aperture assemblles and roller-bearlng devices to permit alignment of th@
rocket nozzles with apertures in the outer container were all subject to
Jan_ning by lunar surface dust and aggregate.
Concurrent effort investigating meaningful experiments and instru*
ments was rapidly indicating that a great deal of quantitative information
on the scientific and engineering properties of the lunar surface could be
obtained from an analysis of the acceleration profile upon impact of a
sphere on the surface. Emphasis on impact acceleration data, rather than
radiating, probing, or drilling, led to the concept of not attempting to
move the lunar capsule, but rather of projecting small spherical instru-
ments from the main sphere and recording acceleration data from impacts
dispersed over a reasonably wide area. This concept promised to achieva
the objective of a large sample of surface measurements made in a controlled
manner over a reasonably wide representative area, while at the same time
maximizing the change of obtaining useful data no matter what type of lunar
surface might be encountered. This design concept of a fixed payload assembly
and projected sensors was adopted as the basic design approach of the SURMEC
systeu.
3.0 SENSORS
By mid-1960, NASA scientists at the Langley Research Center were
well progressed in an investigation of acceleration profiles from impacttn s
spheres as a potential means of determining the lunar surface characteristics.
Impacts of spheres of varying weights and diameters over a wide range of
velocities on surface materials such as concrete, lead, balsa, soil, sand,
peat moss, and various layers of one on another indicated that very distinct
acceleration versus time signatures were obtained which clearly charac-
terized one type of surface material from another. Moreover, promising
success was achieved in correlating parameters such as the sphere diameter,
mass, velocity, acceleration, and depth of penetration to make it possibl@
to apply the results to a wide range of objects, including the landing gear
of an Apollo landing vehicle.
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Impact sphere sizes tested at Langley ranged from one to three
inches in diameter and indicated that this was a satisfactory size range.
Piezoelectrlc crystal sensors were employed at Langley to sense the accel-
eration within the impacting spheres. Special cable of carefully controlled
impedance properties was employed to conduct the data signal to appropriate
amplifiers and recording instruments.
Nhile piezoelectric crystal accelerometers are hlghly accurate
and well-proved devices, the handllng of their signal output presented
problems to the SURHEC design. As the direction of impact of the sensor
spheres on the surface is not predictable, an omni-directlonal acceleratlon
sensing capability is required. This would mean placing three crystal
sensors in each sphere, then electronlcally squaring each output, and
adding the sum of the squares. As it was desired to impact the sensors
at least 100 feet or more from the payload assembly to obtain an area
sample of data, the transmission of the sensor signal to the earth-dlrected
RF transmitter in the payload became a problem. While high miniaturized
independent power supplles, ampliflers, and transmitters could probably
be developed for packaging within a three-lnch diameter sphere, this would
require a rather extensive development program consuming valuable tlmep
and would also present a formidable challenge for each of the sensor
spheres. Direct wire signal conduction would be preferred, but plego-
electrlc crystals present attenuation problems when transmitting their
output over more than ten to twenty feet of cable. Thus, while a cable
is much to be preferred over Indivldual power supplies and transmitter|
in each sensor sphere, the crystal accelerometers would probably still
require a separate amplifler circuit in each sensor sphere. For schedule
and rellabillty reasons, the SURHEC design selected a wire or cable means
of transmitting the acceleratlon data from each impacting sensor sphere
to the parent payload assembly for processing and transmission to earth.
Nhile the use of three-axls piezoelectrlc accelerometer sensors with
squaring, summing and ampllfylng circuits in each impacting sphere Is
undoubtedly feasible, an alternate sensor was reconmmnded for further In-
vestigation and feaslbillty development. This sensor is based on tlm
prlnclple that the hydrostatic pressure developed in a column of fluld
is dlrectly proportlonal to the acceleration imposed on the fluid; thus
the pressure at the center of a spherical cavity of fluld within each
sensor sphere would be dlrectly proportional to the acceleratlon of the
sphere upon impact with the lunar surface. As the cavity is symmetrlcal,
the acceleratlon-senslng ability is omni-directlonal in nature. Placlng
a pressure transducer at the center of the liquld cavity presents some
problem in disrupting the syn_etry of the fluld cavity, so that an
alternate of placing two transducers on opposite sides of the cavity was
proposed. The average of their reading, represent, the pressure desired
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at the center of the fluid cavity. Pressure transducers of small size
and high signal strength are desired for this application. Recently
developed transducers employing silicon strain gauges directly bonded
to diaphragms are uniquely suited to this appllcatlon, in that they have
not only the desired small size and high signal output but are also quite
insensitive to shock loading.
Obtaining the maximum number of data points dictates that as
many sensor spheres as posslble be employed. Within the llmlted pay-
load size, this requires that the sensor spheres be as small in diameter
as possible. Moreover, it is desired to maximize the depth of penetration
to obtain surface characteristics down through any posslble thin surface
crust material, which also dictates spheres of small diameter. The
practical lower bound of this diameter is the size required for the sensor
elements. The desire to maximize the depth of penetration also dictates
that a maximum density be achieved within the sensor sphere.
The resultlng sensor spheres, which consist of a mlnlmum-slze
maximum-denslty sensor element surrounded by a hlgh-strengthmetal shell.
can minimize the effects of sphere structural deflections on the sensors.
An outer coating of a low modulus material, such as epoxy resin, is
desired to reduce the peak accelerations and thereby reduce the required
range for the accelerometer sensors.
4.0 SENSOR DEPLOYMENT
The experiments at the Langley Research Center produced excellent
surface characterization results at sensor sphere impact velocities of from
ten to forty feet per second. Impact velocities much higher than this
produced no improvement in data while encountering serious cable problema.
An impact velocity of approximately thirty feet per second was selected for
the SURMEC Sensors. Nearly vertical impacts of the sensor spheres are
desired from the standpoint of clean data interpretation as well as maximum
depth of penetration. However, at the same time it is desired to disperse
the sensor impact points as far as possible from the payload assembly,
which in turn dictates launch angles approaching 45 degrees. As "a compro-
mise, an angle of 20 degrees from the vertical was selected in the initial
preliminary design. At this launch angle the altitude attainable is
88 percent of that obtainable from a vertical launch, while the range is •
still a respectable 65 percent of that obtained from a 45 degree launch.
Moreover, the angle is in a range which produces little variation in peak
altitude over the possible spread in the launch angle due to misalignment
of the payload assembly. Under the foregoing launch conditions, sensor
spheres launched along a ballistic path impact nominally 150 feet from
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the payload assembly. Later in the prellminary design phase, the addl-
tlonal restriction that the CG of the payload assembly be beneath the
center of buoyance to permit erection to the local lunar vertlcal by
flotatlon techniques requlred that the launch angle be increased sllghtly
to permit the sensor spheres and their launchlng mechanisms to be nested
lower in the payload structure. The increased launchlng angle also moved
the sensor mechanisms sllghtly outward within the payload structure, per*
mlttlng longer strokes for the sensor deployment mechanisms without
Internal interference between the deployment mechanism housings. The
longer stroke is deslrable to reduce the peak reaction force on the
capsule assembly during sensor ejection.
Of the many energy sources available for projecting the sensor
spheres from the payload structure, mechanical springs were employed for
their llght weight, ease of development, reproducibility, and slmpllclty.
Only the firing of an exploslve bolt is required to release the coll
spring which ejects the sensor sphere. Providing an Indlvldual spring
and exploelve bolt for each sensor sphere and deployment mechanism main-
tains independence between the sensors so that the failure of any one
does not adversely influence the behavior of the remalnln 8 sensors.
The reaction force on the payload section when the spring is
released raises the question of whether the payload assembly might be
upset or tipped over on the lunar surface. This possibility is minimized
by allgnlng the ejection mechanisms so that the path of reaction passes
through the contact point from the payload assembly with the lunar surface.
Tipover can then arise only if the assembly should begin to sllde along
the surface, producing through friction a ro11Ing torque on thecapsule.
An investigation of static coefficients of friction for typical surfaces
indicated that such sliding is not likely, even for launch angles of up
to 45 degrees. However, any caging and anchorage provisions which can
readily be incorporated in the design will help to insure elimination of
this possiblity.
!
i 5.0 ACCESS TO SURFACI
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The Ranger deliv_ system requirel that:'the payload assembly
il/_ ....... _ ,:_.._,d>e-,lurrounded'_ crushable impact limiter to permit survival of the
payload upon impact on the moon. Some means must be provided to deploy
i the sensor spheres through this limiter structure onto the lunar surface.
Feasibility tests have indicated that it is practical to explosively
propell a "cookie cutter" out through the limiter to produce holes up
to at least 3-1/2 inches in diameter. However, launching multiple sensors
out of a single such hole v0uld require some means of rotating and pointing
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the payload assembly in a falrly precise manner in the desired direction
before deployln E each sensor. No slmple means of doing this was en-
visioned. An alternatlve would be to provide a much larger hole,
essentlally clearlng the entire upper hemisphere of the payload assembly
to permit launching of the sensor spheres one at a time without reorient-
atlon of the payload assembly. A "cookie cutter" to do this would require
not only a 81zeable explosive charge but would also be prohibitively
heavy due to the quite husky barrel required to contain the explosive
charge. This then led to the speci£icatlon of a removable impact llmlter
for the SURHEC. Experlmental results have demonstrated that relatlvely
small amounts of detonating fuse, properly placed, can readily clear the
impact limlter materlal from the outer shell of the payload structure.
While the removal can be complete, it is actually deslrable to leave
enough of the llmlter material in a Jagged or spiked pattern to promote
good seating of the payload assembly upon the lunar surface.
S1nceelectrical connections to a free-floating payload assembly
from the impact llmlter are difflcult to achieve with rellabillty, it was
specified that the removal of the impact llmlter be achieved entlrely
without counnunicatlon with the payload. Accordingly, an appropriate
swltch, timer, and detonatlonmechanism must be located within the limiter
structure itself.
6.0 CO_'ft_ICATIOH$
To be consistent with the Ranger system and early DSIF capa-
bilities, the SURHEC must employ the 960 megacycle transmitter bend.
Among the more significant parameters which dictate the amount of infor-
mation which can be transmitted from the payload on this band are the DSIF
gain capabilities, the capsuleantenna gain, and the capsule transmitter
output. The DSIF capabilities are known for this mission and are essentially
fixed. The gain of the capsule antenna can be improved by erecting an
antenna structure above the landed payload assembly. The feasibility of
such a high-gain antenna capable of pneumatic erection has been demonstrated
and adopted for the SURMEC design. The remaining variable is the trans-
mitter output power. A transistorized transmitter is,dictated by small
volume requirements in the payload as well as'the requirement to survive
.... :_a hlgh "_' inlf_l impact on the lunar surface. The feasibility program
on such a transmitter has indicated that as much as five watts might be
achieved as a peak output with two watts assured as a minimum value for
use in the SURMEC design.
An analysis of the complete communication link performance has
indicated that a data band width of up to 93 cycles per second is practical.
Direct transmission of the accelerometer data in real time over this band
width would limit accurate reproductions of the acceleration profiles to
those encountered with relatively soft surfaces of 100 psi or less.
Harder limiter surfaces would produce rather sharp peak acceleration
pulses which could not be accurately transmitted over the available band-
width. 1 As surfaces of up to at least 500 psi are of interest to the
Apollo vehicle designers, it is desirable to incorporate a data storage
unit within the SUR_C payload. While tape recorder units are available
which could meet the data capacity, weight and volume requirements, a
survey failed to reveal any present or proposed unit capable of survivin 6
the high acceleration of the initial impact on the lunar surface. Solid-
state data storage units, on the other hand showed no inherent limitations
to survival under such impact conditions, and they also can readily fit
within the available wtieht and volume limitations.
The selected SUI_EC communications link accordingly calls for
real time transmission of the accelerometer data backed up by repeated
transmissions in higher resolution and in delayed time from a solid-state
data storage unit.
7.0 SECONDARY EXPE&IHENTS
While a majority of selenologists and astronomers believe that
the lunar surface can be covered by no more than a few centimeters of
dust, there still remains the possibility that a very deep dust layer
does exist. Since such a dust layer would greatly complicate the Apollo
landin 8 problem, it is highly desirable that the SLr_EC return a positive
indication if such a layer is encountered. In dust comparable to that
found on earth, the impacting capsule should form a crater and be
exposed to perform its experiments in the normal fashion. To determine
the full depth of the dust layer, a penetrometer has been added to fire
vertica_ly downward into the lunar surface with relatively high energy
to return an acceleration profile indicating penetration resistance
characteristics to a considerably greater depth than possible with the
accelerometer sensor spheres.
|
The bandwidth could be extended to approximately 150 cps by utilization
of the optionalNJLSEK at the DSIF Coldstone Station.
J
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If the dust layer should be extremely fluffy to the extent
that the landed capsule is deeply buried, this circumstance can be
sensed and preserved by recording in the data storage unit the acceler-
ation profile during the initial lunar impact. Transmission to earth
can then be concentrated in a very narrow bandwidth. The obstacle to
this is that the high-gain antenna can probably not be erected when
covered with a deep dust layer. Accordingly, a slot antenna is provided
as a means of transmitting from beneath a lunar dust layer. In this
unlikely event of burlal, the primary accelerometer experiments cannot
be performed, and the entire power capacity of the payload is consumed
in transmitting the single set of data from the initial impact on the
soft dust layer.
As energy is released into the lunar surface when each of the
accelerometer spheres impacts at approximately 150 feet from the payload
assembly, there is a good possibility that valuable information on the
lunar substructure can be obtained by sensing the acoustic reflections
reaching a geophone in the payload assembly. To provide stronger acoustic
reflection signals to the geophone pickup, there is available the option
of ejecting one or more explosive charges in place of, or as a part of,
the accelerometer spheres.
8.0 SUPPOP_TING SUBSYSTD_
Other subsystems required in support of the foregoing design
featuresof the SURNEC system are, wherever possible, either identical
to or similar in principle to those designs developed for the Ranger
Seisometer Capsule. This is consistent with the established ground rule
of employing a maximum Ranger development to achieve a capsule operational
capability in the minimum time and vith the maximum reliability. Thus all
subsystems required for delivering the SURHEC payload to the lunar surface
are identical to their Seisometer Capsule counterparts. A balsa impact
limiter structure is employed, modified only to further increase the
survival capability and to permit explosive removal after impact on the
lunar surface. The principles of flotation for payload erection and of
the caging mechanisms are directly borrowed for the Seismometer CapsulQ,
as is the water thernml control system, and the miscellaneous electrical
and mechanical elements required to complete the successful SUR_C
mission.
0
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Reference:
APPENDIX A
SURMEC SENSOR TRADEOFF$
Aeronutronic Report No. U-1509, "A Lunar Surface
Measuring Capsule', January 8, 1982
A.1 SU}@I_YANDCONCLUSION$
(I) The sensor sphere diameter should be minimized.
The size of the accelerometer provides a practical
lower bound on the dlameter.
(2) The stored energy in the spring should be maximi-
zed. The size of the spring provides a practical
upper hound for this quantity. The spring energy
fixes the kinetic energy of the sensor sphere.
(3) For a given sphere diameter the density should
be maximized.
(4) The launch angle (measured from the lunar vertlcal)
should be maximized. The coefficient of friction
between the capsule outer surfaceand the lunar
surface material provides an upper bound on the
angle. In any case, the angle should not exceed
45 degrees.
The effect of (I) and (2) is to maximize the depth of penetra-
tion and thereby maximize the data obtained from any one impact. The
effect of (3) is to reduce the length of wire for the data llnk. The
effect of (2) and (4) is to maximize the number of sensor spheres.
I!
A.2 INTRODUCTI(M
The purpose of this memo is to examine, in • general way,
the tradeoffs among the hardware quantities;
(a) sensor sphere diameter
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(b) sensor sphere density
(c) length of wire
(d) spring size
(e) number of sensor spheres
and che descrlptlve quantltles
(a) launch angle
(b) launch velocity
(c) motion of the capsule
(d) depth of penetration
The original SURMEC system Is described in the reference.
The pertinent facts are summarized below. Seven sensor spheres are
sequentially impacted on the lunar surface in an approximate 300 foot
diameter area. The sensor spheres are launched from the erected and
anchored capsule (which velghs 38.7 pounds vlth the spheres and with-
out the balsa wood impact llmlter) wlth an Inltlal velocity of 33.S
ft/sec and a launch angle of 20 degrees measured from the local vertical.
A spring with an initial compression force of 500 pounds and a I inch
stroke (20.8 ft lb energy) is used to launch the sensor sphere. A fine
wire (0.05 pounds per 100 feet) serves as the data link between the
sensor and the capsule. Each sensor sphere weighs 1.17 pounds and has
a 2 inch outside diameter. Each sphere houses an omni-directionaI
accelerometer with a I inch cavity of mercury. The largest dimension
of the accelerometer is approximately 1.4 inch. The outside cover is
stainless steel. Tungsten had been su8gested as a posslble alternative
to steel.
The system described above represents a compromise Involvlng
several quantities (notably those mentioned earlier in the introduction.)
A. 3 BASIC CRITERI(M
It seems intuitive that the quantity of data obtained during
a single impact is in direct proportion to the depth of penetration
of the sphere into the lunar surface. The depth of penetration in-
creases as the kinetic energy (at impact) per cross-sectional area of
the sensor sphere is increased. Thus we are led to the basic criterion
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for the sensor sphere configuration and launch parameters=
The kinetic energy per unit area of the sensor sphers
should be as large as posslble subject ¢o system con-
straints and design limitatlons.
A.4 LAUNCH AN&_E
For the system described in the reference, the weight of the
wire (less than 300 feet long at 0.05 lbs/lO0 f¢) is an order of _agnl-
rude less than the weight of the sensor sphere (1.17 pounds). Thus,
the trajectory of the sphere is approximately parabolic wlth the impact
velocity and angle equal to the launch veloclty and angle, respectlvely.
Let x2 be the horlzontal distance between the launch and impact
points and le¢ _1 be the launch angle as measured from the local vertlcal.
Then
xz(e 1)
• ,t= 2el
==(45°)
where
x2(45° ) - v I 215
v I - launch velocity
g = acceleration due to gravity at the lunar surface
Likewise if yp is the peak altitude we have
vhere
yp(O°) . vt 212g
!
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For the system described in the reference, 01 = 20 deg. and V I = 33.8 it/see,
we obtain
x2(45°) - 216 it, yp(O°) . lo6 ft
x2(20°) - 0.766 (216) yp(2o°) . o.so3 (los)
- 165 ft, = 95 ft
The radius of the impact area varies as the sin 20., The maximum range
wire has not been studied,occurs when e I - 45 deE. The trajectory of the •
however, it is expected that the length of wire is also maximized at
01 = 45 deg.
For a given sensor sphere size the number of spheres N increases
as e I approaches 45 de8. N is given by
N = _(a/r) sin 01 (cos 01 ÷ V(I - _) o sln-O l)
where a is the radius of the inner payload sphere and r is the radius of
the sensor sphere. This equation is represented graphically in Figure I.
The original system calls for N = 7 at e I = 20 de s
The launch angle is important in yet another regard, rotational
disturbance to the capsule during launch. The spring reaction force acts
through the contact point. Consider the case when the vertical component
of the spring force is resisted by the lunar surface material, k problea
arises in this case when the static frictional force is less than the
horizontal component of the spring force. Then the capsule will both
slide and rotate about the mass center. There exists a critical angle 0 c
for any two contact surfaces for which the contact point will commence
to move. The system must satisfy the constraint that the launch angle e 1
be less than 0 .
¢
It is recommended that 01 be set equal to 45 des or Pc, whichever is smaller.
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A.5 HETHOD OF UI_,'glNDItqGWilts
Two schemes are possible; unvlnd the wire from the capsule, or
unwind the wire from the sensor sphere. The first scheme IS used in the
reference and thls scheme is recommended for the follovlng reasonsl
(1) The impact velocity Is higher for a given launch enersy.
Here we include the_as8 of the wire.
(2) Forces are exerted at the fixed end of the wire. Since
we choose not to disturb the orientation of the capsulej
the first scheme i8 preferable.
A.6 LAUNCH FORCE AI_ ENERGY
The differential work done by the sprin 8 during extension is
dW ,mX.dli
there X i8 the spring force and dx Is the differential stroke. For a
linear spring force
where Xo is the maximum compression and _x 18 the total stroke.
the system described in the reference
For
X° = 500pounds, x = I inch, W - 20.8 ft Ibs
W represents the Change in potential enerSy of the spring to klnet£c
energy of the capsule and the sensor sphere. Clearly it i8 desirable
that the distribution of the kinetic energy be unequalwiChmost of
the energy going to the sensor sphere. In the limiting case when the
capsule-sensor system is not acted upon by external forces, the ener& 7
distribution would be given by
vJ Z
T1 + T2 = E, T1 =_21
where T is kinetic energy, W is welght and the subscripts I and 2 refer
to the capsule and sensor sphere, respectively. For the system described
in the reference ;'
T1 = 0.03 E. T2 = 0.97 K ,,.
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If motion of the capsule were restricted by the lunar surface
material, the energy distribution would be even more onesided.
Since T, is much less than the kinetic energy of the capsule
at impact (_3 x 10 4 ft lb) the problem of burying the capsule while
launching the sensor spheres is somewhat academic. The capsule would
be buried during the initial impact if the lunar surface were very soft.
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APPENDIX B
LSPC TIP-0VER ANALYSIS
B.1 SUI4MARYANDC_CL_I_$
Due to •ngul•r aligrunent errors in erecting the LSPC payload
to a vertical position (typically, 3Or•nge = 6 degrees) the explosive
hole cutter reaction force can tend to c•use tipover or further mis-
alignment of the p•ylo•d. A 8ener•l p•rametric •n•lysis was performed
on a simplified tipover model which is believed to be • conservative
one involving • h•rd smooth surface. Typic•l v•lues based on experi-
mental results were substituted into the gener•lized solution. On
level terrain it was concluded that 1.3 inch diameter flat spots on
the impact limiter surface would prevent tipover. On appreciably
steeper-slope but smooth surf•ces, the landing sphere assembly can
only come to rest on one of the deeper flats caused by the initial
impact on second•ry impacts on the lunar surf•ce. Typic•l secondary
flats would prevent tipover on slopes of up to 32.5 degrees.
B.2 ANALYSIS
If the porting gun in the LSPC survival sphere is not erected
to the vertical when it is fired, • net force impulse viii be imparted
to the survival sphere when the b•ls• slug and cutter blade are separated
from the rest of the survival sphere. Depending upon the manner in which
the surviv•l sphere rests on the surface, • turning movement may be genera-
ted by this force impulse which is sufficient to overturn the survival
sphere. The worst situation would •ppe•r to be a c•se where the survival
sphere is resting on • small flat which is in contact with a hard surface.
On a soft or dust surf•ce, most of the force impulse energy would go to
pushing the survival sphere deeper rather than to overturn it.
In the assumed model (see Figure I) for the worst case, it is
assumed that there is • fixed pivot point, '_", which lles in the plane
containing the gravity vector and the porting gun axis (assumed to go
through the CG) and is on the circle of intersection of the sphere and
lunar surfaces. If '_" is not fixed, some of the force impulse energy
will be absorbed in translation of the survival sphere, and this is not
objectionable. Figure I shows the ball resting on • flat of half angle
with a terr•ln slope of s. As shown here, s is considered to be a positive
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slope vhlch, for the indicated direction of (Fdt), is the vorst cue.
Also, it is tacitly assumed that (_ - s) .>O, otherwise the sphere
would not have come to rest.
""' "N_ N/'
/jS fS_ ___ -" _ _ ..
I s Sphere Initial
It is of interest to establish for given values of _ and s
what values of Fdt and/3 will cause overturning. Overturning will re-
sult when the initial angular velocity of the sphere about point p is
suff£clently large that the gravitational torque cannot restrain the
buildup in e to less than the value (e = _ - s) which places the CG
over the pivot point p.
Resolving the applied forces along and normal to the llne
Joining the CG and the pivot point, the folloving torque equation
can be trritten
[. ".Fr sin (.8-_s+e) - Mar sin - (.+0 -Zp-- d2e -I ed-Jdt 2 p d 0 (1.)
It is to be noted that F(t) is an impulse function whose
magnitude is equal to the momentum represented by the incremental
mass having the body at a velocity Ve. That is.
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t AT
j F(t)dt =
o •
7(t)dt - V dM
e
_hereAT Is an arbitrarily short time. IntegratinS equation (1) from
t = 0 to t = A T _hich is arbitrari_y small yietds
AT AT
/
0
Fr sin ( 13 -_+s_)dt -
AT
/
0
Mgr sin [_-(s_) ] dt
p o
AT
f Fdt -r sin (
0
where_ ° is the sphere's £n£tial angular veIocity.
Integrating equation (I) from t =ikT to t = t but using the
alternate form for Xp d20 yLelds
dt 2
6(0 e (t)
./
b(A_)
r
:p gdb - I h .lu ( _-_.+e)de.
o (A_)
e (o
Since F is zero for T _ t
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'rhuli,p
_(c) o (t)
""1 ]1Z - - _r cos )-(s+e)
wo 0
-_ (_(t)
2
The critical unbalance condition arises _hen 0 = (_b-s) at _Ich t[me O
should be zero or negative. Thus. the requlre_nt: on _o beco_8
;
J
or
- _o 21 = 14st cos (_-s) - cos -(s+O(t . (31
.o, [ ,]Xp -=-_.<=. _ t - cos ()-s
or tlutr,
Using
v_L
" _ "" [_'!_"_1 (4)
14-90 s luss, dH - 0.__66
8 S sLuK8, Ip - Hr 2 4. :2/5 Hr2 4. 7/5 Hr2
ftlse©2K = 5.31 andr - I _oot
Ve _ 300_
leads to the following result.
'-I "" "-I
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Ve is plotted in Figure 2 as a function o_ -(O-s)_ for various
values of (0-s). These relationships are ,bows as so-'lld lines. The dashed
lines of Figure 2 yield the allowable values of V for fixed erection angle
e
• errors (_) as a function of the rest condition geometry as reflected in the
parameters (_-s). As an example, if the sphere has a 4" diameter flat rest,
ins on a 5° slope, then
= sin "1 2/12 = 9° 35'
S u 5 °
-s = 4° 35'
and an erection error _ of 15 ° would permit • value of V
e
of up to 179 ft/sec
Discussion _rLth pyrotechnic designers, relative to the portlns
gun requlrementsfor the LSPC capsule, indicate that a nominal exit
velocity of approximately 75 it/set would be reasonable and that 30
variations of + 50 it/set should be reallzable. Thls tolerance on the
exit velocity is subject to the assumption that large pieces of balsa
are not removed from the path of the cutter as a result of impact. Usin$
the upper bound value of exit velocity, (125 it/set) in conjunction with
a 3_ value of 6° for the erection error _ , leads to a design point a8
shown in the Figure 2. Under the assumed model conditions then, tip
over would not be experienced if the angle difference (_-s) exceeded
1.5 °. On level terrain (s=O) this requirement vould be satisfyed by
the capsules resting upon a flat having • diameter of 1.3 inches. Flats
of this size could very reasonably be effected on the outside of the 25 n
balsa sphere by cementing hemispherical bumps appropriately distributed
on the entire outer surface of the limiter cover.
If one assumes that the ball will ultimately come to rest on
a flat produced by the impact, relatively large local slope angle could
be tolerated. Impact results compiled from seismomeCer capsule tests
PS-1 through PS-13and tests LTV-1 and LTV-3 through LTV-7 showed that
the smallest depression of a major "flat 's due to normal impact was about
3.0 inches. The smallest minor "flat" due to a second bounce durinsan
off-normal impact was 2.15 inches. Applied to 8 25" diameter ball, these
results translate into a tolerance of local slope angles respectively of
O O O O O O
40.5 -1.5 = 39 and 34 - 1.5 = 32.5 respectiv_ly. These would appear
to be relatively large slopes compared to the 15 maximum slope (over
distances large compared to the surveyor spacecraft) assumed in the
J.P.L. model of the lunar surface.
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APPENDIX C
LSPC ILLUMINATION ANALYSIS
Reference: V. A. Fedorets, "Photographic Photometry of Lunar
Surface"
C.1 SUMMARY AND COnCLUSIONS
The photometric function _ for the _RF lunar mission has
been obtained (see Figure I) for all azlmuths k (0 ° to + 180 ° ) and
three elevatlon angles _ (45 ° , 60 ° and 75 °) measured f_om the local
vertlcal. The angle i between the sun-moon llne and the local verti'
ca1 is taken as 60 °. The zero azimuth angle k is defined when the
optical axis lles in the plane formed by the sun-moon line and the
local vertical, and when the angle between the sun-moon llne and the
optical axis is less than 90 ° . Thus, • (k) = • (-k). The
geometry is shown in Figure 2. Applying these data to the LSPC
system it appears that a relatively hlgh degree of picture contrast
can be achieved in a reasonably large fraction of the total picture
coverage if the scene possesses contrasting elements.
C.2 ANALYSIS
Based on data obtained from V. A. Fedorets (Reference),
D. Willingham of _ has been able to express _as a function o£ two
parameters, $ and _, shown in Figure 3. Wlllingham's two plots
are included in this memo as Figures 4 and 5. The spherical angle
g is measured fro_the sun line to tlw optical axis. The angle
is obtained by finding the line of intersection of the plane con-
taining the optical axis and the sun line with the vertical plane
which is normal to the first plans. _ is the spherical angle
between the optical axis and the line of intersection. Based on
the spherical triangles shown in Figure 3 we obtain the followin|
relations
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cos $ • cos c eos i + slnc sin i cos ), (t)
sin i
sin 7 " sln-----_ sl. 0 (2)
tan _ = tan C cos (3)
Bow we observe that in Figure 4, g takes on both positive
and negative signs, while ct is always positive. However, in
Figure $ g is always positive and a takes on positive and negative
values. Obviously sign ambiguities are present. We will denote the
g and _ in Figure 4 vlth subscripts "4". Likewise g and ct in Figure $
will have subscripts "5". For ¢ between 0 and 90 we have
¢ >0 lf'y <90 °
<o if7 >9o °
FI_ 3. GEO_Y FOa _UA_XO_ (t), (2); AND (3)
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When using Figure 4 we take
g4 = g, when oC _ 0
g4 = -g, when 0c _ 0
When using Figure $ we take
a,$ - -a,
S$ "8
It is evident from Figures 4 and $ that • is not defined for values
of _ approaching 90 degrees. From (3) we see that _ approaches 90
degrees as c approaches 90 degrees.
To relate these results to their effect on the LSPC capsule
consider that measurements made viewin s the full moon from the earth,
i.e., when _ = 1.00, resulted in a maximum signal to rm8 sensor-preamp
noise ratio of 187:1. Assuming pessimistically that Chemaxlmum signal
corresponded to a reflectivity of 0.20, it can he concluded that, when
looking at an average reflectivity of 0.07, the 2.50 level of sensor-
preamp noise corresponds to an effective value of 0.038 for the photo-
metric function _. This level is shown in Figure 1 as the dashed line.
For half of the complete azimuth coverage, i.e., 90 ° _ I_J _ 180 °. the
average of the photometric function would be approximately
0.13 = 3.4 times the 2.50 noise level which would make illumination
0.038
highlights (areas of reflectivity equal to 0.20) appear as approxi-
mately 10 grey levels above threshold. In the other half of the complete
azimuth coverage the photometric function would exceed 0.2 and would
make highlights appear as 16 or more grey levels above the 2.50 noise
threshold.
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APPENDIX D
IMPACT LIMITER TRADEOFFS
I)
D.1 SUMMARY ANDCO_CLUSIO_$
Relatlons.whlch exist among the impact $1mlter parameters
(weight, density, strength), payload parameters (weight, density,
radius) and the impact parameters (velocity, velocity percentile,
acceleration) are documented in this appendix, A general parameter
tradeoff chart is presented in Figure I. This chart is particularly
useful if gross$y different impact Ifmlter materials are to be com-
pared.
Using Ranger RA-3,4,5 design values for some of the para-
meters (impact llmlter density, impact llmlter strength and total
welght) In Figure 1 permits development of a chart, Figure 4, which
is easier to interpret. The following conclusions may be drawn
from Ftiure 4.
(a) The llmlter should not be designed to sustain more
than 300 ft/sec since this is, for practical pur-
poses, the I00 percentile velocity (taken.for RA-3).
(b) The impact velocity is relatively insensitive to
small changes in the payload density (approximately "
0.095 ft/eec per % density change)3when the nominal
densfty is approximately 140 lb/ft .
(c) The impact velocity is relatively sensitive to small
changes in the payload weight for all packing
densities (approximately 5 ft/sec per pound)
D.2
meters:
TRADEOFF CHART (FIGURE l) AND ITS USE
The mutual relations which exist between each of the pars-
E - radius of payload sphere
P
yp - radius of payload sphere radius to impact limiter radius
-106-
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pp/p_- ratio of paytoad density to impact limlter density
0/p_- ratio of limiter compressive stress to limlter weight
density
v - impact velocity
n - number of earth g's at peak acceleration during impact
are presented in Figure 1. The curves are only appllcable to spherlcal
payload packages and spherical balsawood impact limlters of the Ranger-
type. The equations with which these curves were generated are document*
ed in the succeeding section. The configuration which we are considering
is sketched below in a partlally crushed situation. The limiting (smallest)
value for r is given by
where ¢ 18 the compressibility
parameter of the Impact llmiter
material. For balsa wood ¢ Is
taken as 0.2. The curves in
Figure 1 are based onthls value.
/
I
t
The tradeoff chart says nothln8 about the problem of 81nkln8
into the lunar surface material. Furthermore, _ assume that the
l£mlter crushes from the outside only.
The use of Figure I depends upon the.parameters which are
fixed and constraints whlchmay be imposed. Consider the followln8
example.
Given:
Determine:
Impact velocity v - 250 ft/gec -_
Density and balsa and glue, pj - 6.7 lb/ft 3
_/p_ • 21,000 ft (typical for balsa wood)
Haxlmuapayload density, pp = 1_ lb/ft 3
Weights and radii of the payload and limiter as
functions of peak acceleration.
-108-
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Solution:
In Sunmary
Starting vith o/p_= 21,000 in the right half of
Figure 1, we move upward until the curve labeled
v = 250 ft/see_
is reached.
134
. 20
Hoving to the left ve find
yp - 0.39
Using the left half of Figure 1 ve find
R = 0.51 £t for n - 2000
P
= 0.43 ft for n- 2500
= 0.35 ft for n - 3000
V = 250 ft/sec
Radius of Payload l
P
Radius of Limiter R
Weight of Payload
Weight of Limiter
Total Weight
n = 2000 2500 3000
0.51 ft 0.43 ft 0.35 ft
1.31 ft 1.10 ft 0.90 ft
73.2 lb 45.0 lb 24.8 lb
58.2 lb 35.0 lb 19.2 lb
131.4 lb 80.0 Ib 44.0 lb
Note: Weight of outer skin cover is to be included as part
of the payload weight.
D.3 EQUATIONS FOR GENERATING FIGURE 1
A se_nent of a crushable balsa wood limiter vith radial
yield stress a is shorn below. The radial area of the element d_
at the impact surface Is
coe2 
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The vertical component of force on the element is
2_r 2 atan Cd ¢
The total vertical force is _L
o
o"
__J.,.o.L-'.......
or f(y)
Og2 .-
where W is the total veighC, n is the number of earch'g's an_ _ is
the ratio r/R. The maxlmunvalue for f(y) occurs at y = • " 0.607
and is equal to
f(e "_) =_ =1.16
The maximum mllovable impact velocity is given by
..3/T_ - ,
o
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Vhere
m = mass of payload and lfm£ter
/o i°= f(y)dy = 27r y2 In dy
1 1
Yo ¸
- - _- In + = _" "Yo 1=31n
I
0 i
+c (l+lp)
I
P
¢ - co_press£bility factor (for balsa wood, ¢ - 0.2)
The nond£mensionsl parameters f and @are plotted in F£guzes
2 and 3 as functLons of y = r/]tp. The def£u£t£ons of f and_msy be
written as
-111-
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FIGURE 4. PAYLOAD WEIGHT VERSUS IMPACT VELOCITY FOR GIVEN PACKING DENSITIES
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_L_leu
0 is the compression yield stress of the balsa
pp ts the veight density of the payload
p_ is the weight density of the li_tter
. 2all . V_
• y-_pv or Ip - 2aS @
yields the equation for the left half of the curves £n Figure I.
The equation for @ provides
p_ 3s_ yp3 + z. ,p3
which is the equation for the right half of the curves in Figure I.
"e
D .4 SPECIALIZED TRADEOFF C_iT
A general impact li_tcer tradeoff chart was presented in
Figure 1. The following parameters are specialized in this section:
(a) Ratio of the £_pact li_tter compression stress to the
we£$ht density of the l£miter. Olpl - 21.000 ft.
- I14- :_ -
l(b) Density of the.balsa wood (Including glue),
p_ = 6.7 lb/ft J. This value is approximately
the same density used for the RA-3 capsule.
(c) Total weight (payload + ll,_ter) = 90 lb.
Based on these constraints we have generated two £1gures;
Figure 4: Weight of payload versus impact velocity for
different density ratios. Note: pp is the
weight density of the payload,
Figure 5: Radii of impact llmlter R and payload y R are .
given as functions of the Impact velocity for
different payload densities.
The percentiles of total and vertical velocities are presented in
Figures 6 and 7, respectively. These curves were taken from
Aeronutronic Publication No. U-1532 which was developed for the
Ranger 3 impact. The total velocity percentiles which appear in
Figure 4 were taken from Figure 6. It is conservative to apply
these percentiles to Figure 4 in that the total velocity of an
off-normal impact is therebx equated to a normal velocity. It would,
however, be optimistic to use the vertical velocity percentiles of
Figure Y.
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APPENDIX Z
C(B4}C0NICATIONS ANALYSIS
E.1 SUMHARYAND CONCLUSIONS
The performance of the lunar payload-to-DSIF comnunicatlon0
llnk was analyzed for both the LSPC and SURMEC applications, asaumln|
functionally identical 2-watt, 960,mc transmitters and inflatable
antennas in both payloads. Holdln s the total normally distributed phase
error (from both signal distortion and noise) to less than 90 degrees
for 99.0 percent of the time and requiring a minlnnnnoutput slgnal-to-
noise ratio of 20 db, the allowable data bandwidth Is calculated to be
93 cps. This is comfortably in excess of the LSPC requirement of 85 cps
and the SURNEC delayed-time transmission requirement, but it Is short
of the desired mini.qnm of 150 cps for the SURHEC real-time transmission.
The 150-cps bandwidth can be Just achieved, however, by utilizln i the
-avatlable MkSER in the Goldstone receiving system.
E.2 LSPC CCL_tUNICATION LII_ ANA,L¥$III
r
As part of the LSPC £ntelration study it i8 necessity to
evaluate the performance of the proposed co_unlcatlon llnk. This is
done to determine what. if any. trideoffs need be made in the picture
coverase to assure reliable reception of the data vith the transmitter
power which is available. The approach vhich will be used if to enter
into a teleeo_unlcatlon desisn control table (Table I) all of the
pertinent gains and losses in the transmission system. Ou the basis of
these entries, and on the basis of an assumed transmitter power, a
received subcatrier power level is obtained. This level, diminished
by the accumulated nelatlve tolerances, is then applied to an analysis
of the phase-lock receiver (presented in the latter part of this memo)
to establish what output siSnal_o-noise ratio can be obtained with a
hlsh probability of rmainin8 in a phase-lock condition. The criterion
for lock is taken to be such that the total normally distribu_ed phase
error, from both eijnal diitortionand noise, ie less than 90 fat 99.0_
of the t_.
The entries on the tslsc0m:unication dellin control table
concurrently break into various separate catesories_which are discussed
below in Sections E.3 and Z.4. Section E.5 contains the analysis of the
phase-lock receiver characteristics.
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE
LSPC CAPSULE TO EARTH (TRACKING FEED (DIPLEXED) PARAMETItIC AM1_)
PAeAMEEEI
. . VALUE TOLERANCE
+ 33.02 dbm 0.O 0.0
2.64 db +0.84 -0.99
+ 5.5 db +0.50 -0.50
- 3.4 db +0.43 -0.37
Total Transmitter Power
Capsule Tranmission Circuit Loss
Capsule Antenna Gain
Capsule Antenna Pointing Loss
Space Loss
960 MC, I • 237,500 St. ML.
Polarization Loss
Ground Antenna Gain
Ground Transmission Circuit Loss
-203.6 db +0.70 -0.7
- 0.46 db -I-_.46 -0.68
+ 43.7 db +0.80 -0.80
- 0.65 db +0.13 -0.13
Net Circuit Loss
Total Received Power
Receiver Noise Spectral Density
T systm 250.45, + 16.44, - 36.74
Carrier Modulation Loss 6 " 1.4 + ]LOT.
Received Carrier Power
.Carrier AFC Noise BW (2BLO- 20 cps
± 4 ©ps
-161.75 db +3.86 -4.17
-128.73 dim +3.86 -4.17
-174.61 dbl +0.60 -0.28
4.93 db +1.05 -1.27
-133.66 dbm +4.91 -$.44
13.01 db +0.9? "-0.79
87 mi. position error
(30)
so erection error (30)
AR of Transmitting
Antenna = 3.0+ 3.0 db
of Receiving Antenna
- 2.6+ 0.4 db
Receiving Line Loss
0.4 + 0.1 db
Diplex_r Loss
0.25 _+ 0.03 db
CARRIElt PERFO1OM_ICK:
Threshold SlqLtn 2l L
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Harg£n
SUBCARRIER #I Facsimile Data
6 - 1.4 _ 10'7.
Modulation Loss
Received Subcarrier Power
SubcarrierA_C 8.Lee BW (2BLO- 2140)
Threshold SNI in 2BL
Threshold Subcarrier Power
PerformauceMargin
5.6 db --
-156.00 dba • +1.57
+ 22.34 db +6.48
- 2.31 db +0.33
-131.04 dim +4.19
33.31 db --
5.32 db --
-135.98 db,,, +0.60
+ 4.94 db +4.79
-1.07
-6.51
-0.47
-4.64
-- _Total Mean Square Phase
Error = 0.37 RAD2
-0.28
-4.92
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It is assumed for the purposes of the integration study that a
total transmitter power of 2 watts at 960 mc will be available for the LSPC
mission. As yet no tolerances on the transmitter power output have been
establlshed. The 2 watts are entered in Table I as 33.02 dbm. The capsule
antenna subsystem Is an inflated mylar bifilar conical antenna which is
fed with a 4 _oot mlcrodot cable. This antenna is clrcularly polarized and
possesses the followlng characteristics. The nominal parameter values for
the antenna subsystem and their tolerances are the result of measurements
with the exception of the radiation efflclencyp which is estimated.
Parameter Nominal Value Maximum Value Minimum Value
Antenna Cain (on axls) + 5.5 db + 6.0 db + 5.0 db
AntennR Cain
(at 45- from theaxls)
+ 1.9 db + 2.5 db + 1.3 db
Transmission Line Loss -2.0 db -2.2 db -1.8 db
vs_ (1.5:1) (2.o :1) (l:l)
(-.18 db) ( - .46 db) ( 0 db)
Radiation Efficiency
Axial Ratio
(9o7.) (lOOZ) (8o_)
(- .46 db) ( 0 db) ( - .97 db)
3.0 db 6.0 db 0.0 db
The effective db loss associated rich a VSWlof 1.5:1 is given by
the expression
db loss - 10 log 1C ( (VSWR) 2+,2 (VSWR) + I)
( 2 (VSWIL) 2+ 2 )
For • VSWI of 1.5:1 the loss is
10 los 10 6.25 - -.18 db
6.$
The radiation efficiency is directly convertible into a db loss of
db loss = 10 LoS 10 .90 = -.46 db
-121-
IThe transmission loss associated with ellipitical polarizations, as
reflected in the axial ratio parameter, is dependent also on the axial ratio
of the receiving antenna polarization. Given an axial ratio for both th•
transmitting and receiving antenna, a maximum and minimum transmission llnk
loss can be obtained from the curves in Figure I. Minimum loss occurs when
the semimaJor axes of the two elliplticsl patterns are coincident and maximum
loss occurs when the semlmaJor axes are normally disposed to each other.
The axial ratio for the Coldstone Antenna, when using a tracking feed which
is diplexed, is given in a JPL memo as being 2.6 db _ 0.4 db. From th•
ensemble of intersection points in Figure 1 which correspond to the Various
nominsl and extreme values for both of the axial ratio parameters, it seems
reasonable to assign transmission link polarization losses equivalent to
transmission efficiences of 90%, 100% and 77_ which represent the nominal,
maximum and minimum efficiencies, respectively. The db equivalents of these
efficiencies are entered in Table I under polarization loss.
The capsule transmission.loss entry in Table I includes the lumped
effects of line loss, VSWR loss,and radiation efficiency. In all entries
of tolerances in Table I the sign convention is adopted as follows:
If a parameter varies in such s way that transmitter power would
have to be increased to overcome the effect of this parameter variation
on received power, it is entered as • negative tolerance. For example, •
VSWR increased from its nominal value of 1.5 to 1 to its extreme value of
2.0:1 results in introducing a negative tolerance of -0.28 db.
The nominal angle between the earth-moon line and the local
vertica_ to which the antenna i• aligned, is taken to be 45 °. The
combined effects of impact position error and antenna erection error
lead to increased tolerances on the antenna pointing loss which result
from using the antenna at an angle of 45 ° from its •xls. Without position
and erection errors the antenna gain 45 ° of the axis is expected to be
1.9 _ 0.6 db.
The rms variation in the angle between the earth-moon line and
the antenna axis is, assuming uniform angular distributions of the position
and erection error,
A_ = 112 vhere Pl' and P2 •re the
rms angular position and erection errors. Assuming • _7 error in erection
of 5 degrees and • 3G position error of 87 statute miles from both tracking
and midcourse errors, the 30 value of A_ is 0.06 radish _ 3.5 ° .
Correcting this to db tolerances using the parabolic relationships
-122-
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(db) )2en ° (_e
P (db) ( _ n )
e
where P and P •re the nomlnsl and extreme values of power expressed in db
n •
and _n. and _e •re the nomln•l and extreme values of the off-axl8 ankle.
Using P = 1.9 db •nd_ = 45 ° , the •ddltlonal tolerances become -.27 db
n n
and +._3 db and these must be added to the tolerances on the antenna saln •t
= 4_ to yleld-the overall tolerance.
The entry for space loss is obtained from the expression LF$ (db) =
36.6 + 20 lOSlo D + 20 log 10 f where D 18 the dlst•nce in statute mile• and
f Is the frequency in megacycles. The ground antenna gain and ground tr•ns-
mission circuit losses vere obtained from JPL-supplled data on the DSIF
parameters when the 85-ft re£1ector is used with • tr•cklng feed and 18 dlplexed
to track on 960 mc and tr•nsmLt on 890mc.
g.3.1 Receiver Temperature ,
The effective temperature of the receiver is made up of v•rlou8
contributions from the different sources o£ loss. In keeping with the
Idea of using available oper•tlonal equipment used in Its most convenient
manner (i.e. •cceptlng something less than • completely optimized transmission
llnk) noise temperatures will be determined for • parametric ampllfler
using • dlplexed antenna with • Cracking feed arrangement. The systamnols•
temperature will be referred to the Input of the parametric ampllfler.
F_om the JPL d•t• on the DSIF parameters, the antenna temperature
Is 40°_ 10- K. This temperature Is converted into an effective system
temperature (i.e. referred to the amplifier input) by the equation
Antenna Contribution = 40 ° + 10 ° X-
1.162
= 34.4 ° K+ 8.6 °
The I
1.162
by the combined tr•nsmlsslon llne and dlplexer losl o£ .65 db =
factor arises from the fact that the antenna noise Is attenuated
I
1.162
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The llne loss contribution is given by To (1 - _ where To Is the ambient
temperature and L is the llne loss. Taking To as 290 ° K and L corresponding
to .4 db +_ .1 db we have llne lose contribution = 290 ° (1 - 1 _
290 (.23) (.4 +11 - 24.5°
1.092 + .023
m
slmilarly, the dlplexer loss co_trlbutlo_ Is
Diplexer _ss contribution = 290 ( 1 -
i +..23 (.25
290 ° (.23) 4.25 + .03) = 15.75 ° + 1"88°
, . 1.90 °
1+ .23 (.25 _ .03)
m
1 + .23(.4 _ .1)
n
.03)
= o+0
Parametric Amplifier Contribution 150 . 20 o,
Contribution due to pointing antenna at the moon = 30 ° _. 0 ° = 25.8 ° + 0
1.162
_+16 ._o
Thus the total system noise temperature is: 250.45°.36.740
E.3.2 Carrier Performance
In the interests of fac£11tatlng the carrier locking process, a
carrier deviation ratio of 1.4 is assumed.
The variation in the deviation ratio due to temperature and voltage
variations in the modulatlng system are taken to be _ 10 percent, For a 6
of 1.4 the relatlv_ carrier power Is_reduced from the total received power
in the amount of J_ (Io4) = (.567) 2 = .321. This corresponds to i carrier
modulition loss of -4.93 db. The carrier APC noise bandwidth is taken as
20 cps _ 4 cps which leads to the decibel values shown in Table i. Taking
a threshold SNl of 5.6 db in the 2B L bandwidth, it can ba seen that there
o
is a falrly large performance margin in the carrier performanco_
E.3.3 Subcarrler Performanci
With the assumed devlat£on ratio of 1.4 the total sub(artier:
powe_ is red_ced from th_ total received power level in the amount of2J1 " _1.4) 2 (.5419) = .588. This leads to a nmdulatlon loss of
-2.31db and ylelds a total mini_m received subcarrier power of -135.68
(Including all approprleteeccumulated negative tole_#nce).
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Wlth• maximum system temperature of the receiver of 266.9 ° _ the input
signal-to-noise, ratio in the data bandwidth of 65 cp• L• (S/N) i mln =
20.5 db.. The (S/N)• mln Is 8 parameter used in the phate-look receiver
analysis discussed in the next part of this memo whlch, in conjunction
wlth the total allowable mean square phase error E 2. determines what
the optimum loop bandwidth L• end what the minimum output slgnal-to-nolee
ratio will be. From the results of the analysis In the next sectionm the
expression for the loop bandwidth BLO in term• of the maximum data £requency
fmax I• given (to • good approximation when X< 0.5) by the expression
37rf_ _. 5/4 3_r t
Usinas value of Z 2 equal to 0.37 rad 2 (the total phase error wlll
less than_ 90 ° for 99 percent of the time) leads to a value of I
x- ! t
& _ 0.37 (122)
This in turn leads to a ioop bandwidth
, " 37rf
2KLO = max "= 2140cpe(202)
and an output signal-to-holes o!
1 + _. .
3X2
- 0.202
616.1 or an of 27.9 do.
./
/
This minimum value of output S/N is considered as adequate and if the
communication link parameters and their tolerances are maintained as shown
in Table Z the 2-watt transmitter should suffice for the LSPC minion.
Since the (SIN) i min is 20.5 db in a bandwidth of fmax, the
(S/N) in 2BLo L• 20.5 db - 10 los 10 _ -" 20.5 db 15.18 db i 5.37 db.
Under the threshold condltioa•, vith % chosen as 0.202, the mean square
noise phase error 0'2 would be
np
3_r
. - 0.2. r. 2
02np {NS)' Xi = (112)(0.202) : /,_(_
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Then the signal distortion phase error contribution would be
or
or
o
2
sp
2X4
• (0.37 - 0,298) rad 2 - 0.072 tad 2 _ ap x
$
rap2 O. 36• (0.202)4 = 216 tad 2
2
• 14.7 tadmp.
E.4 sURMEc COMMUNICATION LII_ AI_LYSIS
Applyin$ the above considerations to the SU_ Capsule, vlth
the recognition that the desired data frequency fmax i8 150 cps in thle
case, the additional received subcarrler power needed tom alntaln the
99% criterion can be determined.
Alternatively, for the sa_e received subcarrler power, the
correspondlnK reduction in "lock probability' can be evaluated, or if
transmitter power and "lock probability" are kept fixed, the maximum data
frequency can be deterulned.
In the case of SURMECthe input SIN ratio in the data band-
width would be
150 cpe = 16.36 db - 43.2
(S/H)£. rain = 20.5 - lO loSlO 65 cpe
Usin S the approximation formula for optimum BLO a_d tentatively keepin8
the total mean square phase error st the 0.37 red" value (99% criterion)
x-3 7r_ _5/a 3__ l •
2,,_ _ _ (sl,)l zz. O.SlS
Then
and
3_flx
2 _o "..r;-..x .. 1930c.
(sl")l .Ltn -;_r- + _ - ZlS - 16.z - 12.8
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The minimum output $/N at t_e output of the discriminator is consequently
below the desired level of 20 db, A value of 20 db is obtained whea
Z2 (S/S)i rain " 25.7
Thus, if _ 2 Is kept at 0.37 rad2' (S/N)i min must increase to a value
of 69.5. That ie, the received subcarrler power muir be increased by
2.07 db or the data frequency must be reduced from 150 cp8 to 93 cpI.
Alternatively, with the same received subcarrier power the total mean
square error _2 _ust be permltted to increase _rom 0.37 red 2 to 0.$95
red" if the 150-cpe data frequency is retalned, Thle would result in
the total phase error baths less than _ 90 W for approximately 95.76Z'
of the time rather than _ot 99_ of the time.
Another alternative to dcceptin s the reduced data frequency
capability or "lock probability" discussed above Is to consider using
a HASER amplifier in conjunction with the para_etric amplifier. Usin I
a HASER amplifier reduces the maxim_n effective system temperature by
106.0°K. This increases the (S/N) i min by 2.2 db,which is Just en0ush
to permit obtainin 8 In (i/N) o of 20 db with I two-watt transmitter and
a l$O-cps data frequency while still usin s the 99_ criterion applied
to the total phil error, . . , ,..,
'_. , ..'
E.$ R. F, CO}@IUNICATION LINK ANALYSIS
E.$.I Phase Lock Receiver Analysts
The followin$ analysis i8 concerned with the output signal-
to-noiIe ratio at the output of a phase-lock loop demodulator. This
demodulator ie taken to be equivalent to the linearized system shown
in block diasrau form below
• 2 _l
Q
8. I
-128'
The transfer function for this network is
a(s)
2m l+as
• 2 =l (1 + as)
I • -- 8 ' , ,
I+2 l+e8
_' -"-F" t+e.+S
(z)
The stsnal input to this netvork is considered to possess •
flat pover spectrum over the information bendvtdth tmax_f _ + f_m.
The mean square sisnel distortion at the output of the demodulator Is
then
= _T ""f ¢') II'Ic')l ma sp " @=p
_._
d. (=)
vhere _p (s) is the power density epectum of the 8tanml., It
" _ ' " °_.• =2
mean square phase modulation index, then @sp (s) -_ 'rad31cps.
mean sisnal paver output So 2 l= then 81ven by
leo :' _
So= - _ _. ®.p cs) Ih(.)I = d.
|
and the mean square noise output 18
• Jm
..L _ (') I "(') I as -%p2 . z.a:l
(3)
(4)
The output slsnal-to-nolse ratio csnbe expressed as
Jo 2 _ S2 2 2 l
(s/_ o . =_-= - _ _ereZ . %+ %
°np °sp
-129- ,
(5)
is the tot81 mean square phase error.
Thus.
_p2 .,.,1...12"lrJ "_2f=sx ja__j" .... 2 2 d|
l1* .,* _-I =
•? • _.
• . .* ; •
1,_lez-@ • m
0
- 4
2_'f •
ma_
np 2 , •
. _..._.f-qr-
• ,
1
\
ace
SLmilerly,
" " .282 2 d8s°= Iz+ "' +,--/,I
=DI_ m '
So 2 = 2ntssz
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(l + 2y 2)
, |
(I + y_ dy
(6)
(7)
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The mean sqsuru noise output Is given, for white noise o£ constant power
spectral density @n(o) as
+j_
2 _1"-rf J I1+ -I 2
o_p - ._ 2,, , .__a2lI1 + as+
de
This can be evaluated by residues to yield the result that
I _ @n
anp2 Cn .a'e IZ 2a (8)
f! Tf the effective hOLeS bandwidth of the phase-lock loop 18 .
defined as 2_. t_n , -
2 3
%p " nL®" - ®.
or (9)I
_L
The output 8tKnal-to-noise ratio is nov expressible as
.(alo. ,o2..%,÷ %' _ " -_j
S2
o
(10)
Ii
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c(=) -
. oc=) E'J (ll)
(12)
and x -
2_ •
(13)
i)l_
!
The integrals In both the numerator and denominator can be evaluated ex-
pltcitly from ?lerce*s table of integrals and are of Che form
w
:) v(x) - u(x)] (14)
a=_l
Ix- (u(x) + v(x))] (15)
',,;.
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s
where
1 tan "1v(x) -
23/2 1 - x 2
Thus, the output signal-to-noise ratiomey b• expressed as
(16)
(17)
(18)
It can be seen that for a fixed ratio of input signal to input noise
in th• data bandwidth (which effectlvelymakes th• product _n fmax • constant)
and • fixed total mean square error _2 (which implies the total phase error
is less than_ 90 ° for same percentage of the time) the (S/N) o is solely •
function of x or equivalently the loop bandwidth BL. Furthermore, • value
of x can b• selected which maximizes the (S/N) o.
Analytic manipulation of equation (18) for ell values of x is some-
what cumbersome. As it turns out, for (S/N) n values of interest x is approx-
ImaCely 0.5 or less and, in this region, suitable power series approximations
can be obtained for th• par•meters of interest. A plot of G(x) Is shown in
Figure 2 along with two plots of
(19)
with v•lu•s of @nfmex corresponding to 0.16 and 0.64.
£z
• n is the result•he spectral density of the phas• •rror uh•re
both positive and negative frequencies st• integrated to obtain mean-square
phase error. When • aubcarri•r system is used,@ can be determined from
• consideration of the mean-square additive nois_pow•r density _ (which It
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FIGURE 2.
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KT for all frequencies both positive
constant and equal to a value of _ = _-
and negative) and the signal power associated with only one of the four
subcarrier components. The additive noise component can be regarded as
consisting of two components - a component that is in phase with the sub-
carrier signal and a component that is in quadrature with this signal.
KT
The spectral density o£ each component is therefore _-. If the signal
is relatively large in magnitude compared to the noise, only the quadrature
noise voltage component affects the phase of the signal plus noise re-
sultant and the situation can be represented by the following sketch.
v n
t I .--'4P Vnp
Hera S is the rma signal voltage associated with one 8ubcarrier sidaband,
v_ Is the rma additive noise voltage in a 1 cpa bandwidth, and 0 la the
p_ase error.
where Pec is the total received subcarrier power. This same result would
be obtained if the total received subcerrier power were used, i.e., con-
sidered a£ter the £requency folding process o£ carrier and aubcarriar de-
modulation, since in this case the additive noise spectral densitywould
have to be quadrupled to account for the total bandwidth (st both positive
and negative frequencies) surrounding all of the fo_rsubcarrier signals.
As an exampie, the curves plotted in yigure 2 for _-J- 0.16 or 0.64
correspond respectively to an input lfsnal co noise (in the data bandwidth
" = 25.1 " 14 db and a total mean square phase error
of i x
of 0.25 red 2 and 1 rad_ respectively. That 18,
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I- fa max 1Is • • (25.1) • (0.25) "." 0.16
The equlvalent noise temperature of the system is thus regarded
as that which leads to a total noise power contribution of KTB where B i• •
bandwidth interval only on the positive frequency axis.
Thus, equation (18) can be expressed in termm of an input slgnal-t0-
noise ratio (S/N) i over the data bandwidth
3._T._
1
(21)
t_hero
PIt "
£
(22)
E.5.2 Series Expansions o¢ 9 a_d v
Since (S/H) o _ G(x) for all x and since the are• of primary
interest is vhere (S/H o > 100 (i.e., 20 db), it is reasonable to expect
on the basis of the plot---Of G(x) in Figure 2 that the most useful range of
x is x _ 0.5. For this range of x values it is convenient to consider
Taylor expansions of the functions u and v. In this ray. • more tractable
expression for the (S/N) o is obtained and optimization is easier. For x
in the neighborhood of zero. Taylor's expansion of • function f(x) is
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0
f(x) = f(o) + f (o)x + - x 2 t ) ) x3 xnf (o) _+ f(o),-r+ ..+ fn --T
2, 3;. n,
Applying this to the function
1
u(x) = 4_ i" )zn _ +__2__.,.1
x 2 2x+ 1
yleld8
u(x) =
3 $ 71 x
_x-- T - 12 _T x 120
3. S. 7.
= ._x I-_-- s 21
Applylng this to the function v(x) = 1 tan-I
yields the series approximation
,.
3 " 5" 35 ""
_lu|
,-(,+,) _. _'+L_._',o,,<o.,
$ 210 $
and
3v - u - _2 x+_ - 10 6 10 " 42
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(23)
(24)
Ii
or
3v * u
Here
-.x[,++.,
0
The maximum value of for a given _ product can be approximately
1 #o_ _ I li
obtained by ignoring the x 2 and x 4 terms in the numerator of equatilon (25)
Xn this caae
,{,}8 eD 3_20 - 25 _ ""-_+ -_ z -0
or
x -_ 514 a_ 1
1N1£
(26)
Then with x given by equation (26)
I} +] (27)
The procedure which appears moat reasonable La to optimize the.
(S/N)_ by selection of x, i.e., the loop bandwidth, when the input signal-
to-noYse ratio (SIN) t is the minimum it wiU be. That is, when all the
• -138-
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accumulative negative tolerances in the communication link are used in
conjunction with the nominal system gains. Then the nominal per£oramnce
will be improved over this threshold value in the approximate ratio of
4(sIN) t1 - , miq
!,S/rag. . 5(s/m_ _o_lnal
(S/H)ot I - l (S/N)i min . 1
Once a value of x haa been chosen on the basis of (S/N) l min end
the allowable or desired total mean square error_ 2,- the mean squaro noleo
contribution toS 2 can be computed as 2BLKT where T is the e£gecttvo re-
ceiving system temperature. The modulation index ts then constrained to be
that the mean square signal distortion component Oep = is such that £rom
equation (6)
or
or
= - (. + v)] -_= z_.O=
t4
-' [fl ,-
sp x
X
(29)
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